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Abstract 

Concussion, or mild traumatic brain injury, is a growing concern especially among the pediatric 

population. Symptoms may persist beyond one month after injury and result in long term 

disability called Post-Concussion Syndrome (PCS). There is a lack of measures to quantitatively 

monitor and explore pathophysiological mechanisms of PCS. We hypothesized that since fiber 

tracts are often impacted in concussion, functional activation and inter-hemispheric brain 

communication may be impaired. We used functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) to 

quantify the magnitude of activation and inter-hemispheric communication between motor 

cortices using a coherence analysis. Subjects completed a resting state and tapping paradigm. We 

detected differences between patients and controls in coherence, suggesting alterations in inter-

hemispheric communication. Given the critical need for a quantitative biomarker for recovery 

following a concussion, we present this data to highlight the potential of fNIRS, coupled with 

coherence analysis, as a sensitive measure to detect functional changes. 
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Chapter One: Introduction  

1.1 Thesis Overview 

Traumatic brain injuries (TBI) are a major cause of mortality and morbidity among 

children and adults 1. Mild TBI (mTBI) is caused by a direct or indirect biomechanical force that 

causes an acceleration or deceleration of the brain within the skull causing altered brain function 

2. Nearly 90% of all TBI’s are in the mild spectrum known as a mTBI or concussion 3. By age 

ten, 20% of children will suffer an mTBI, and by age 25 the incidence may be as high as 30% 1,4. 

Although most people with mTBI have complete recovery of symptoms by 7 to10 days after 

initial injury, many children continue to suffer as a result of the injury.  

In a study conducted at the Alberta Children’s Hospital, nearly 60% of children continued 

to have symptoms at 1 month, and 13% at 3 months 5. If persistent post-concussion symptoms 

continue past three months they become known as post-concussion syndrome (PCS) 5. PCS is 

associated with significant disability in the child and is a burden on his/her family. The recovery 

period may be greater in youth when compared to adults 6–8. The biological explanations for 

prolonged PCS symptoms are unclear but need investigation due to their high incidence, and 

occur at a critical period of brain maturation and potential for long-term consequences 9,10. 

Although this is a significant public health issue, there is still a lack of understanding for the 

neurobiological causes of PCS 10–12. 

Our understanding of the pathophysiology of acute mTBI is increasingly clear; however 

the development of persistent symptoms still needs to be evaluated further. The brain is complex 

and contains many neurobiological processes with multiple interactions. This allows us to 

function smoothly, coherently and makes each and every one of us who we are. Each action, and 
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thought process is complex and brain activity increases and decreases to achieve these processes. 

Our neurons and glial cells increase in their metabolic demand and in turn require more 

nutrients13,14. In order to fulfill this need, there is an increase in regional cerebral blood flow 

(CBF) and perfusion bringing in oxygen and taking away end products. This process is known as 

neurovascular coupling 15. Without tight coupling of blood flow and energy requirements our 

neurons may not be as efficient, affecting communication between the brain areas required to 

achieve the task. In order to gain a better understanding of the pathophysiology behind PCS, it is 

important to explore this relationship in children with persistent symptoms. The aim of this thesis 

is to explore whether adolescents with persistent PCS have altered hemodynamic responses and 

functional connectivity of the motor cortex, as measured with functional near-infrared 

spectroscopy (fNIRS). 

 

1.2 Rationale 

mTBI can lead to persistent symptoms that can affect the quality of life. The understanding 

of the neurobiological underpinnings of PCS is still unclear. Furthermore, current return to ‘play’ 

or ‘life’ protocols involve the subjective rating of symptoms, which do not necessarily reflect 

healthy brain function. Therefore it is important to keep exploring objective methods to detect 

brain dysfunction. The current literature has shown acute and chronic changes in brain 

metabolism, brain function, and altered white matter tracts. The primary motor cortex (M1) 

offers a relatively accessible target to measure brain function. There have been a few studies 

focusing on M1, which showed alterations in metabolism, white matter tracts and the functional 

connectivity of the motor network. Most of these studies have focused on adults, however as 
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children are in a rapid state of neurological development, it is important to evaluate the long-term 

impact of mTBI, especially in symptomatic PCS patients (for a discussion see section 2.4). 

This thesis explores the utility of fNIRS in evaluating pediatric brain activation and 

communication, and compares healthy children to those that continue to have persistent 

symptoms after a mTBI.  fNIRS is a non-invasive, quick and relatively easy to use method to 

study brain function. This method can measure changes in brain microvascular hemoglobin (Hb) 

saturation (oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb) in the underlying cerebral cortex with high temporal 

resolution. Similar to functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), fNIRS can evaluate 

functional connectivity, or the synchrony of oscillations in brain regions, which are reflective of 

brain regions in close communication with each other.  

 

1.3 Objectives of Thesis 

The first aim of this thesis is to establish whether fNIRS is capable of detecting functional 

alterations in the response to task activation in children with PCS. The hypothesis is that PCS 

children have altered hemodynamic responses with task activation in the motor cortex.  

The second aim of this thesis is to assess brain communication with fNIRS, using a 

coherence analysis between controls and PCS patients at resting state and during task activation. 

The hypothesis is that there is reduced inter-hemispheric communication in the motor cortex in 

patients with PCS as compared to controls. 

 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

This thesis begins by reviewing the current literature on mTBI and PCS in adult and 

pediatric populations. The review includes the biomechanics of mTBI, incidence rates, and the 
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pathophysiological changes that occur following injury. The next chapter includes an explanation 

of current fNIRS technology and how to derive relative hemoglobin saturation and functional 

communication within brain networks. Chapter four is a description of the methodology and 

protocol used. The results are present in chapter five. Chapter 6 includes a discussion on the 

utility and feasibility of fNIRS technology in measuring brain function. The final chapter is a 

discussion of the results, comparison to current the literature, limitations and possible future 

directions.  
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Chapter Two: Background 

2.1 Chapter Overview 

This chapter will provide an overview of the current state of literature on mTBI and PCS 

beginning describing their incidence rates, and signs and symptoms. The next section describes 

the evidence of pathophysiological alterations as a result of mTBI in metabolic, functional and 

structural domains. There will be an overview of healthy neurovascular coupling and how it can 

be measured.   

 

2.2 Mild Traumatic Brain Injury  

 mTBI has become a major health issue in the past decade 16.  TBI is the leading cause of 

injury under the age of 25, with 90% of injuries being classified as a mTBI or a concussion 1,17. 

There is a wide spectrum of TBI including severe, moderate, and mild 18. mTBI is defined with 

subtle neurocognitive and neuro-affective deficits which may recover with time 2.  Furthermore, 

a clear indication is the lack of structural damage evident on CT or MRI imaging. For mTBI, 

determining incidence is difficult, as 80% of individuals do not seek medical attention, therefore 

the incidence may be higher than estimated 19. The pediatric population is at greater risk of 

having a TBI: by age ten, one in five children will suffer an mTBI, and by age 25, the incidence 

may be as high as 30% 1,20.  

The leading cause of TBI between the age of 15 to 25 is a motor vehicle accident 21. The 

next highest cause of TBIs and the majority of mTBIs are due to sport related injuries 22–24.  

Although sports remain one of the largest causes, it has been suggested that mTBIs caused by 

motor vehicle accidents represent a more serious injury with longer recovery duration 25. 
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Head injuries are responsible for 3-15% of all pediatric injuries presenting to the 

emergency department 26,27. Nearly, 24% of pediatric serious head injuries that are admitted to 

the emergency department are a result of a sports related injury 27. In the emergency department, 

for example, one study found that 33% of mTBI in children between 12 and 16 years of age were 

caused sports or bicycling 28.  In high school sports, 8.9% of sports-related injuries are mTBIs 29. 

In a study of high school athletes, the highest rate of mTBIs occurred in football (41%), girls’ 

soccer (21%), and boys’ soccer (15%) 29.    

 

2.2.1 Biomechanical Causes of Injury 

There is a considerable heterogeneity in the mechanism of mTBI. They can occur with direct 

contact to the head (e.g. when the head strikes an object or is stuck by an object), or indirectly 

where the head is set in motion without contact 8. An example of an indirect impact is a hit to the 

body that causes it to stop while the head continues to move. This mechanism results in 

rotational acceleration-deceleration forces with the head pivoting on the neck. Acceleration-

deceleration forces can occur in one of more of the sagittal (anterior-posterior), coronal (medial-

lateral) and axial (rotational) planes depending on the initial point of contact 30–32.  

There are variations in the mechanism of injury that may be the result of a combination of 

direct, indirect, linear and/or rotational acceleration-deceleration forces. The primary brain injury 

occurs at the initial point of contact of the brain with the skull when deformations of brain tissue 

occur, and throughout the brain at the axons from the sheering, tensile or stretching forces 31,32. 

The biomechanics of injury are dependent on the properties and type of contact made to the head 

as well as the brain tissue (e.g. immature brain tissue has a greater water content than the adult 
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brain). There are many inter-individual differences, including increased vulnerability following 

repeat injury, relative musculoskeletal strengths or weaknesses, may play a role in mTBI 33. 

 

2.2.2 Signs and Symptoms  

Every mTBI is different and can lead to a variety of symptoms. Acutely, the most common 

are headaches, vomiting, cognitive disturbance, sleep disturbance, fatigue and behavioural 

changes 34. Other symptoms may include fogginess, irritability, sensitivity to light and difficulty 

concentrating 34. Symptoms are often categorized into four specific domains: somatic or physical 

(e.g. headaches), cognitive (e.g. concentration difficulties), behavioural (e.g. irritability) and 

sleep disturbance (e.g. difficulty falling asleep) (Table 2-1) 35. In adults, nearly 80% of mTBIs 

symptoms recover within the first 2 weeks of injury 36. Symptoms may resolve spontaneously in 

a short period of time, however our data and others suggest that 60% of children continue to have 

symptoms at one month after injury and nearly 13% will continue to have persistent symptoms at 

3 months 5.  

 

2.3 Post-Concussion Syndrome (PCS) 

There are two main definitions of PCS including the Diagnostics and Statistics Manual 

(DSM-IV) and International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) 37 . The DSM-IV states that the 

patient must have history of TBI, symptoms must be present following injury and may get worse, 

evident deficits in memory and attention (based on performance from neuropsychological tests), 

at least 3 symptoms persisting for 3 months with a lasting neurological impairment, and cause a 

disruption in regular activities as school or work. The symptoms include apathy or affective 

disturbance, dizziness, fatigue, headaches, irritability, sleep disruption and/or personality 
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changes. The ICD-10 identifies 8 possible symptoms: dizziness, difficulty concentrating, fatigue, 

headache, insomnia, irritability, memory disruption, and/or intolerance to alcohol, emotion or 

stress.  The criteria states that 3 or more symptoms need to be present, and develop any time 

within one month of the injury 38,39. The ICD-10 and DSM-IV were developed for adults and had 

not been validated for the pediatric population. Recently, a new definition for PCS has been 

proposed in the pediatric population 37.  The criteria includes: mTBI with onset of symptoms 

within 72 hours, 3 or more symptoms including dizziness, insomnia, irritability, headaches, 

emotional labiality, memory problems and difficulty concentrating, and must be symptom 

present for at least 4 weeks. The symptoms may not be explained by any other disorder.  

 

2.3.1 Risk Factors and Quality of Life  

A follow-up study of pediatric mTBI reported that 11% of children suffered from PCS, 

with symptom presence more than three months after injury 5. Other studies have shown 

lingering symptoms occurred in 20-30% of children 34,40. One year after injury it has been shown 

that 2.3% of children continue to experience symptoms related to the initial injury 5. 

There are a variety of risk factors associated with developing PCS including age, pre-

morbid factors, presence of headache and hospital admission 37,41.  Children between the age of 

13to 18 years are the more likely to develop persistent symptoms than other cohorts 5,41. 

Premorbid factors such as difficulty learning at school, attention deficit disorder, coping 

strategies, parental pre-injury anxiety, adverse life events and stress have an effect on injury 

outcome and persistence 42–44  Poorer outcome has also been associated with headache at acute 

presentation in the emergency room in children 11 to18 years old 41.  
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There are long term consequences of PCS which cause significant disability to the child. 

Symptom presence can vary and include cognitive difficulties, behavioural changes, physical 

(e.g. headaches and dizziness) and sleep disturbances.  These may have an impact on the 

developing brain affecting quality of life in the child, and increasing school absenteeism 5,16. The 

effects are evident a year after with suffering from PCS patients have a lower health-related 

quality of life 16. The biological explanations for prolonged PCS symptoms are unclear despite 

the high incidence and occurrence at a critical period of brain maturation 9,10.  

 

2.3.2 Common Symptoms in PCS 

In the pediatric population, the most common symptoms reported one month after injury 

were fatigue (79%), emotional (60%), headache (58%) and irritability (58%) 5.  Sleep 

disturbances including difficulty falling asleep and staying asleep were also common in children 

following their mTBI 5,45,46. Signs of persistent instability, particularly when removing the ability 

to use vision for vestibular information, is often present in PCS 47–49. The most common 

behavioural symptoms one month after injury have included irritability (30%), feeling more 

emotional (25%), nervousness (22%) and sadness (19%). One year after injury, 1.3% of children 

continued to experience post-traumatic headaches 5. 

There is a progression in the development of PCS over time. Initially, there is a larger 

presence of symptoms in the physical category. As PCS progresses there is an increase in the 

presence and development of cognitive category symptoms 50. Consistently, physical symptoms 

decreased within one month of injury with a corresponding increase in cognitive symptoms at 3 

months in children with persistent PCS 51. Sleep disturbances are commonly reported during 
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PCS, initially there is hypersomnia followed by increased difficulty to fall asleep and continuing 

arousal 37. 

 

2.4 Pathophysiology 

2.4.1 Overview of Brain Pathology 

A characteristic of mTBI is the lack of macroscopic damage using standard imaging 

techniques such as MRI or computed tomography (CT) imaging 10. In order to understand the 

neurobiology and physiological underpinnings of the injury, animal models of mTBI have been 

utilized 52. The uses of newer neuro-imaging techniques as Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 

(MRS), fMRI, and diffuse tensor imaging (DTI) have supported these findings in human and 

have been linked to clinical symptoms of mTBI 12.  

 

2.4.2 Neurometabolic Alterations  

2.4.2.1 The Neurometabolic Cascade 

Animal studies have shown the direct impact of mTBI on brain metabolism. A 

neurometabolic cascade has been used to characterize the microscopic damage following mTBI  

12,53. Immediate neurobiological perturbations following mTBI can serve as a potential biological 

mechanism which may help explain persistent symptoms 12,53–55. The acute pathophysiology of 

mTBI involves neurochemical alterations, an energy crisis, cytoskeleton and mitochondrial 

damage, axonal dysfunction and cell death 12,52. Following mTBI, there is a large release of 

glutamate from presynaptic vesicles. This causes a disruption in cellular equilibrium and a 

corresponding increase in potassium (K+) efflux, and sodium (Na+) and calcium (Ca2+) influx.  

These perturbations cause disruptions in normal neuron function 52. Key distinguishing factor 
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here is cell death versus transient dysfunction and recovery - the latter being the norm for mTBI 

and persistence presumably underlying PCS. 

To re-establish homeostasis, cells utilize adenosine tri-phosphate (ATP) by processing 

glucose. The increase in ATP demand may lead to a “mismatch” between cerebral glucose 

requirement, energy demand, and regional CBF leading to a relative cerebral “energy crisis” 56. 

Initially there is an increase in glucose uptake, however this leads to a metabolic depression that 

may last for days varying on injury severity 52. The consequences of the cellular disruptions are 

referred to a secondary injury to the mTBI, as they develop over time. The cell membrane 

perturbations can lead to a mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative stress, free radical generation 

and alterations in CBF 57,58.  

The effect of these events causes cytoskeleton damage as microtubule disruption that 

disrupts neurotransmission and axonal function 12. Axons are particularly vulnerable to the effect 

of biomechanical forces including stretching and sheering forces 30,32. There is evidence of 

shrinkage and atrophy of neurons caused by these biomechanical forces, without cellular death 

occurring. 

It is suspected that the disruption in cell membrane and CBF leads to a secondary injury 

that occurs over time. This may lead to a hypoxic environment 59,60, ischemia 61 and CBF 

alterations 62–65. Furthermore, mitochondrial dysfunction impairs cellular repair mechanisms 

leading to the activation of both apoptotic and necrotic pathways. 

 

2.4.2.2 Acute Metabolic Alterations 

There is established evidence for acute metabolic dysfunction, particularly in the adult 

population. MRS has been used to evaluate several metabolites including glutamate (Glu), 
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creatine (Cr), phosphocreatine (PCr), N-acetylaspartate (NAA), myoinsitol (Ins) and choline 

(Cho). A decrease in NAA may be reflective of neuro-axonal cell damage, and raised Cho and 

Ins may be reflective of glial proliferation 66. Three days following mTBI, significant alterations 

in NAA:Cr and NAA:Cho were decreased, whereas Cho/Cr and Ins/Cr ratios were significantly 

increased as compared to controls in M1 and prefrontal cortex. These ratios recovered slower 

than symptom resolution 66–69. Glu was significantly lower in the M1, while NAA and NAA: Cr 

ratio were lower in prefrontal and M1 cortices 54,55. The Glu levels in M1 were correlated to self-

reported symptom severity 55.  

Weeks after initial injury, the decrease of NAA and NAA/Cr, and increases in Cho and 

Cho/NAA were also found in the splenium and frontal lobes 70,71. Another study found a 

decrease in NAA/Cho and NAA/Cr ratios in the genu of the corpus callosum, and no difference 

in the splenium 72. While exploring white matter, there was an increase in PCr and Cr 

concentrations, while in the grey matter there was a decrease in glutamate-glutamine (Glx) levels 

which were predictive of executive function and emotional distress 73,74.  

Although there are contradicting results, it is important to consider the heterogeneity of 

the injuries and how different regions of the brain could be affected. Regardless, there are lasting 

metabolic changes in symptomatic patients.  

 

2.4.2.3 Metabolic Alterations in PCS 

There are fewer studies exploring the metabolic deficits in PCS patients, however there is 

some evidence of disruption. NAA/Cr continued to be reduced in the chronic stage of mTBI 

nearly 6 months after injury 66,75. Decreased levels of Ins were found in hippocampus and M1 76. 

Similarly, Cr/Cho ratio were reduced in the dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) of PCS 
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patients as compared to controls 66,77. It may be that the reduction in Cr was due to residual 

energy impairment in chronic mTBI, as it is involved in energy level maintenance 77. A study of 

the pediatric population was conducted to explore disruption in metabolism in PCS patients. 

NAA/Cr and NAA/Cho ratios were reduced in the corpus callosum and parietal white matter of 

PCS patients 78.  This disruption in cellular metabolism that could be causing continued brain 

dysfunction, and could affect CBF mechanisms during neuronal activation.  

 

2.4.3 Cerebral Blood Flow  

As there is a strong coupling between brain function, perfusion and metabolism, 

assessment of functional activation through measurements of the hemodynamic response may 

provide insight into the ongoing pathology. An increase in brain activity is associated with an 

increase in microvascular Hb saturation, as well as an increase in oxy-Hb  concentration and a 

decrease in deoxy-Hb concentration 79,80.  Following mTBI there is evidence for abnormal 

metabolism, CBF, brain oxygenation and perfusion 81. The coupling between brain activation 

and blood flow delivery known as neurovascular coupling, is critical to normal brain function 78. 

Increases in cellular metabolic demands are matched by increases in regional blood flow in 

healthy tissue. This coupling is critical in providing oxygen as a substrate in energy metabolism. 

Regions of the brain are structured around perforating blood vessels, which are in direct contact 

with astrocytes. These astrocytes are integral in monitoring the neuron’s environment. With 

increases in activity there is a decrease in fuel availability, causing the astrocytes to signal to the 

perforating blood vessels to dilate, increasing perfusion to that specific area. Disruption to any of 

these mechanisms may lead to altered brain function. 
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Transcranial Doppler and Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography have been 

used to evaluate more global and regional CBF, respectively, in several stages of concussion. 

Immediately following mTBI, there is an increase in CBF, particularly in temporal and frontal 

lobe areas 82. Within a day of injury, there was an increase in middle cerebral artery blood flow 

velocity (responsible for changes in CBF), followed by a decrease in the following days relative 

to controls 83. Examination of the middle carotid artery also revealed a low mean blood flow 

velocity 84. In sub-acute and PCS stages of mTBI, there was hypo-perfusion of frontal and 

temporal lobes 57,64.  

Other methods have also shown alterations in neuronal activation and regional CBF. In 

the thalamus, there was a decrease in CBF shown by an MRI technique, arterial spin labelling 

(ASL) 58. This finding was correlated with processing speed, response speed, learning, verbal 

fluency and executive function in PCS patients. Similarly, in the pediatric population using 

perfusion-weighted imaging, a significant decrease in CBF in the thalami between 3 to 12 

months post mTBI was found 78. It has been suggested that regional decreases in CBF may be 

reflective of decreased neuronal activity, altered metabolism, and/or disruption of network 

functioning 85. 

 

2.4.4 Alterations in Brain Function 

2.4.4.1 Altered Hemodynamic Response 

With neuronal activation there is an increase in metabolism, to accommodate for this the 

brain increases regional CBF. A way to assess brain function is to investigate whether following 

mTBI there are changes in the response to neuronal activation. fMRI has the ability to evaluate 

brain function by measuring deoxy-Hb concentration with a method called Blood Oxygen Level 
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Dependent (BOLD) imaging 86. Alteration of the hemodynamic properties is reflective of 

neurovascular coupling or the relationship between an increase in metabolism due to neuronal 

activation and the corresponding increase in CBF 79. Evidence in acute and chronic mTBI, of 

adult and pediatric populations have shown differences in activation patterns with control 

populations.  

Alteration in brain function following mTBI can be seen within a week of injury. In a 

study of adults, comparison between pre- and post-BOLD revealed that mTBI subjects had an 

increased amplitude of activation during a finger sequencing task in the parietal, lateral frontal 

and cerebellar regions 87. This alteration in brain response to task activation was evident without 

any effect on performance, suggesting that performance does not necessarily correlate with brain 

health. Interestingly, subjects (age 13-24) who demonstrated hyperactivation in medial, frontal 

and right temporo-parietal gyri during initial testing one week after injury were more likely to 

have a prolonged recovery 88. Furthermore, this study found that lowered activation in the 

posterior parietal cortex was correlated with neuropsychological parameters on Immediate Post-

Concussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing (IMPACT) testing, and cognitive and somatic 

symptom severity 89. Similarly, hyperactivation in DLPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex 

(VLPFC), and/or parietal areas, involved in working memory, have been correlated to subjective 

symptoms severity scores 90,91.  

Symptom presence in the semi-acute stage continues to show evidence of altered 

response to brain activation. Brain activation in adult mTBI subjects in response to attention 

tasks demonstrated hypoactivation in several brain regions including right posterior parietal 

cortex, right VLPFC, thalamus and cerebellum 92. In the pediatric population, the hypoactivation 

was also evident in the cerebellum and thalamus during task of spatial reorienting and inhibition 
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of return task 93. During working memory tasks, mTBI subjects have shown disproportionate 

activation patterns in DLPFC and parietal cortex, depending on processing loads 94,95. In working 

memory tasks all of these studies demonstrated increases in BOLD response outside of this 

network, suggesting that the brain is using compensatory mechanisms to achieve similar 

performance 90,91,94–97. This allocation of resources has been evident in the pediatric mTBI 

patients during tasks of working memory and inhibitory control 98. Although the activation 

patterns did not differ during working memory task, there was an increase in activation in the 

posterior cerebellum during the inhibitory task in mTBI subjects. This study however had a small 

sample size and large variation in days post- injury.  

There is evidence of disruption in the hemodynamic response in patients with persistent 

post-concussion symptoms greater than one month after injury. Several studies using working 

memory tasks in adults and one in pediatrics have consistently identified hypoactivation in the 

DLPFC 99–103. Decreased DLPFC activation was accompanied by increased activation outside 

typical regions involved in working memory 100. Similar to acute mTBI, symptom severity was 

associated with lower BOLD signal activation in DLPFC 102. Interestingly, asymptomatic 

subjects that previously showed decreased DLPFC activation, showed recovery in brain 

activation similar to that of control patients 99,101,104. This has also been shown in subjects with 

no persistent symptoms within 6 months of the injury 105.  

To summarize, there are alterations in patients who have suffered an mTBI and continue 

to have persistent symptoms. Some evidence suggests that Pperformance on working memory or 

neuropsychological tasks do not necessarily relate to brain recovery, as the brain uses other 

resources outside of typical networks to achieve the task at hand. Another method to explore 

brain function is by evaluating the functional connectivity of brain networks.  
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2.4.4.2 Functional Brain Connectivity 

Fluctuations in the BOLD signal have been suggested to reflect neuronal activity of the 

brain. Functional connectivity in brain can be monitored by quantifying these regional 

fluctuations or oscillations in activity. These fluctuations have been shown to be synchronous 

between brain regions that make up functional networks in the brain 106.  fMRI data collected 

during subject rest (so-called resting-state fMRI) has identified a number of these brain 

networks. Resting-state analysis typically identify these networks through a variant of temporal 

cross-correlation, where the significance of the correlation implies the strength of the functional 

connectivity 107,108.  

 Most of the studies involving mTBI have evaluated functional connectivity in the default 

mode network (DMN), a network of brain regions that are active when the individual is laying at 

rest without paying attention to the outside world 106,109. In adults, during resting state, the DMN 

have been shown to be altered following mTBI including changes in the strength and length of 

connectivity between normally synchronous brain regions 108,110–112. Symptomatic patients 

demonstrated decreased functional connectivity in the DMN, however upon symptom resolution 

and follow up, the functional connectivity in DMN had recovered 113,114.  

Studies of functional connectivity have not been limited to the DMN, but have also 

explored other brain networks. There has been evidence of disruption in inter-hemispheric 

connectivity in several networks including primary visual cortex, hippocampal, DLPFC, and 

parietal regions 115,116. In another study, whole brain resting state network analysis found that 

there was decreased motor-striatal network connectivity that aligned with deficits in 

psychomotor and speed of information processing 117. This study suggested that the 
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accompanying increase in functional connectivity in right fronto-parietal network could be 

related to increased post-concussion symptoms such as headache, fatigue or sensitivity to light 

and noise. Thalamic resting state networks were found to be disrupted in mTBI, with decreased 

functional connectivity to other brain regions in resting state and during task activation 118–120. 

Interestingly, not all studies found that symptom recovery lead to resolution of functional 

connectivity in brain networks 120. In this study, comparison at 6 months after mTBI of patients 

with PCS and those with symptom resolution found that there were alterations in patterns of 

long-range functional networks. However those with PCS have the greatest alterations in 

temporal and thalamic regions. Our understanding of long term alterations in brain activation and 

the importance of functional connectivity help to describe some of the underlying causes of brain 

dysfunction following mTBI.  

 

2.4.5 White Matter Tract Alterations 

Functional disruptions can be due to the underlying changes in brain communication 

pathways, the white matter tracts. There is evidence of structural damage using DTI which 

provides data on the integrity of communicating fiber tracks 121. White matter tracts are 

important in transmitting information between left and right hemispheres, and studies have 

evaluated the internal capsule, corona radiata, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, forceps minor, 

cortico-spinal tracts, and genu and splenium of corpus callosum 76,122–135.  

  One particular measure used in DTI is Fractional Anisotropy (FA), which is the degree of 

water diffusion along a fiber that reflects fiber density and myelination in white matter. Higher 

FA values are reflective of larger diffusion of water in a particular direction, while lower FA 

values implicate less directionality. Twelve of fourteen studies found differences in FA values in 
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the corpus callosum in mTBI patients at various time points from 3 days to 1 year post injury, 

suggesting a possible imaging biomarker of PCS pathophysiology. The corpus callosum is a 

particularly susceptible to damage as the impact on the brain leads to translational effects on the 

hemispheres with an increased shearing at the corpus callosum 32. Thus alterations are suspected 

to be evident at white matter tracts in the corpus callosum. Six studies concluded that FA values 

were increased in the corpus callosum 76,126,128,129,133,135. Contrary to this, four studies reported 

decreases in FA values following mTBI 76,124,125,129. However, two studies found that there were 

no significant differences between the control and mTBI group’s overall, but when individuals 

were compared to controls they found changes that included either increased or decreased FA 

136,137. Furthermore, two studies found no differences in FA values in the corpus callosum in 

group and individual analysis 112,132.  

Structural changes in white matter tracts from mTBI can affect brain connectivity in 

resting state and task specific brain network activation. The results indicate a wide variety of 

alterations, which may due to the heterogeneity of injury. Each injury could produce damage in 

different brain regions. Another explanation for the variability may be time after injury, type of 

injury, age, gender, region of the brain and methodology of the study 138.  

 There is some evidence of alterations in DTI measures in relation to symptom presence 

125,139. Increased FA and decrease apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), a measure of diffusion 

within a tissue, in the corpus callosum was correlated with severity of post-concussion symptoms 

125. Whereas, decreased FA values in the uncinate fasciculus, corpus callosum, partial and frontal 

white matter were correlated with the severity of post-concussive symptoms 90. Interestingly, 

lower FA values were also associated with worse memory scores 133. 
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2.5 Neurovascular Coupling 

Regional blood flow and oxidative metabolism are linked through a regulatory process 

termed neurovascular coupling 79,140. This relationship between metabolism and CBF was first 

described by Roy and Sherrington in 1890 141. When there is neuronal activation in brain through 

increased cognitive function, there is an increase in regional CBF corresponding on the increased 

need for oxygen requirements 140,142. The response of the brain to activation by increasing CBF is 

known as the hemodynamic response. Increases in cerebral metabolic rate for oxygen (CMRO2) 

are dependent on neuronal activation 143. This increase in CBF is fractionally larger than the 

increase in CMRO2, resulting in a decrease in deoxy-Hb and an increase in the oxygen saturation 

within the microvasculature. Figure 2-1 illustrates the relationship between metabolism, CBF 

and neuronal activation.  

Factors that change network functionality, metabolic rate, or neurovascular coupling will 

change the relationship between brain activation and microvascular oxy-Hb saturation. This 

prediction forms the foundation of our hypothesis that measuring brain oxygenation will provide 

a novel biomarker of brain injury.  

 

2.5.1 Main Methods to Explore Neurovascular Coupling 

Neurovascular coupling is based on metabolism, CBF and microvascular oxygenation 

therefore we can explore neuronal activation in many ways. Figure 2-2 illustrates the relationship 

between metabolism, and CBF on deoxy-Hb and oxy-Hb concentration in the cortex following 

neuronal activation. This linkage forms the underlying mechanism for the fMRI BOLD response 

imaging 86. Currently, fMRI has been the most widely used method to measure the hemodynamic 

response in the brain 86,144. fMRI uses BOLD imaging to evaluate deoxy-Hb saturation in 
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response to neuronal activation. Based on neurovascular coupling, fMRI measurement of deoxy-

Hb allows one to evaluate activation during cognitive and/or physical tasks. Another way to 

explore brain function has been looking at the temporal correlations of brain hemodynamic 

oscillations in brain regions that are related, termed functional connectivity 107.  

Recently, another method called functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) has 

become utilized in studying functional activation and connectivity in the brain. In comparison to 

fMRI, fNIRS has greater temporal resolution, but less spatial resolution and is limited to the 

outer cerebral cortex 80,145. fNIRS calculates oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb microvascular saturation by 

measuring light intensity through near-infrared light wavelengths that are specifically absorbed 

and scattered by Hb molecules 80,146. A particular advantage of fNIRS is the possibility of 

evaluating brain function at the bedside, or even courtside. This relatively inexpensive method 

also allows testing to be completed quickly, without entering a loud MRI machine.   

 

2.6 Overall Summary 

It is important to study children who struggle with persistent symptoms which may have 

long term behavioural and development effects. The understanding of the acute pathophysiology 

of mTBI has been described through animal studies and further explored with newer neuro-

imaging techniques that are sensitive enough to detect microstructural damage. There is evidence 

of long term changes in brain function in PCS as studied by fMRI BOLD and functional 

connectivity. In order to better understand PCS, we will apply fNIRS, a non-invasive imaging 

technique to study brain activation and functional communication.  
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Physical  Cognitive  Sleep 

Headache  Feeling Mentally Foggy  Drowsiness 

Nausea  Slowed Down  Sleep Less than Usual 

Vomiting  Difficulty Concentrating  Sleep More than Usual 

Balance Problems  Difficulty Remembering  Trouble Falling Asleep 

Dizziness     

Visual Problems  Behavioural   

Fatigue  Irritable   

Sensitivity to Light  Sadness   

Sensitivity to Noise  More Emotional   

Numbness/Tingling  Nervousness   

 

Table 2-1. Symptom checklist for acute mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI)   

Symptoms are grouped into physical, cognitive, emotional and sleep categories. These are 

typical and commonly acknowledged symptoms that occur acutely after mTBI that may suggest 

brain injury. The patient is asked whether they have any of these symptoms present immediately 

after injury. This chart is derived from the Center of Disease Control (CDC) 147.  
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Figure 2-1. Components contributing to neurovascular coupling  

This figure illustrates the complex interaction between neuronal activation, cellular metabolism 

and CBF. All of these factors affect and contribute to the microvascular hemoglobin saturation. 

Disruption to any of these factors will alter microvascular hemoglobin saturation, which can be 

measured by fMRI BOLD or fNIRS.  
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Figure 2-2. Microvascular hemoglobin saturation is changed by neuronal activation 

An increase in neuronal activation leads to changes in microvascular Hb saturation which can be 

measured using fNIRS. Neuronal activation causes an increase in metabolism that utilizes 

oxygen to provide energy for the cell. There is an immediate decrease in oxy-Hb and increase in 

deoxy-Hb concentration that triggers an increase in regional CBF. The increase in CBF is 

proportionally greater than metabolic increase therefore there is an increase in oxy-Hb and 

decrease in deoxy-Hb that is much greater than utilized by the cell. With neuronal activation 

there is a greater increase in oxy-Hb that can be measured by fNIRS and fMRI BOLD.  
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Chapter Three: Technical Aspects of Near Infrared Spectroscopy  

3.1 Chapter Overview 

One method to investigate alterations in brain function following mTBI is by NIRS. 

Alterations in brain function can be detected using various imaging techniques as discussed in 

the previous chapter. NIRS can allow the monitoring of hemodynamic changes and also 

functional communication. As discussed in the previous chapter, there are disruptions in brain 

function following mTBI. These functional alterations may result in a wide variety of symptom 

presence and recovery of the brain may not coincide with standard neuro-psychological tests. 

There is evidence of hemodynamic alterations in task activation, along with reduced functional 

communication in brain networks. One possible way to monitor microvascular brain oxygenation 

and functional communication is by fNIRS. 

In this chapter, I will start by discussing how NIRS systems use near infrared light to 

measures absorption and scattering, describe how continuous wave systems operate, explain the 

modified beer-lambert law,  introduce coherence analysis to measure functional communication, 

and expand on the advantages and disadvantages of the fNIRS system.  

The next part of the chapter will aim to describe the methods used to monitor and detect 

microvascular brain oxygenation including use of near infrared to detect concentration changes 

in chromophores, methods for data collection using the Continuous Wave (CW5) (built by Dr. 

David Boas and TechEn, Inc.), data analysis using a MatLab based analysis system called 

HomER (developed by Dr. Ted Huppert at Havard University), and coherence analysis (MatLab 

program developed by Dr. Brad Goodyear and PhD student Ali Golestani at the Seaman Family 

MR research center).   
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3.2 Near Infrared Spectroscopy  

3.2.1 Using Near Infrared Light 

Light has particular absorption and scattering properties that are dependent on the 

wavelength within the visible and non-visible spectrum. Absorption of light into body 

tissues is particularly high in the visible spectrum, however when approaching near-

infrared wavelengths the absorption of light drops significantly 148. The near infrared 

spectral range is between 650 and 950 nm, which can propagate a few centimeters into the 

cerebral cortex 149. This phenomenon occurs as proteins, collagen, and water are weakly 

absorbed by near infrared light. Within the near infrared range or optical window, 

particular wavelengths are more sensitive to absorption by deoxy-Hb and oxy-Hb 150,151. 

 

Figure 3-1 illustrates the absorption spectra of oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb of near infrared light. 

Other substances within the optical window are at too low of concentrations to affect the 

measurement of oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb 149.  

The particular sensitivity of near-infrared absorption lies within the selection of 

wavelength. Water, which has a high concentration within the brain, which is greatly absorbed 

above 900 nm. At wavelengths above the 950 nm water is strongly absorbed and affects the 
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receiving measurements. Whereas, oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb are better absorbed at wavelengths 

between 400-900 nm. Oxy-Hb absorption is stronger at higher wavelength, whereas deoxy-Hb at 

concentrations closer to 600-700 nm. By shining near-infrared light at a specific wavelength and 

known intensity, allows us to measure reflection of light. Applying this to the modified Beer-

Lambert Law then gives us the relative concentration of chromophores over time (Gu et al., 

2005; Sevick et al., 1991). 

In fNIRS systems, multiple wavelengths can be chosen for measuring oxy-Hb and deoxy-

Hb, where the signal to noise ratio is affected by the crosstalk between these wavelengths 146,152. 

Wavelengths such as 830nm for oxy-Hb and 780 for deoxy-Hb have shown a low SNR due to 

high cross talk. In our fNIRS system, the wavelengths 830nm and 690nm for oxy-Hb and deoxy-

Hb, respectively, are chosen. This pair of wavelengths have a high signal to noise ratio, with 

minimal crosstalk 153.  

 

3.2.2 Types of NIRS systems 

There are several types of NIR systems used including the Continuous Wave (CW), time-

domain and frequency domain. The CW system obtains measurements of light intensity by 

applying light at a constant frequency and amplitude (Figure 3-2a). This particular type of NIRS 

system measures changes in optical density at a range of source detector pairs, allowing for 

mapping of cortical surface activity over time. The measurements are relative to the amount of 

optical density detected in the sources. In order to measure the absolute value of optical 

properties time domain or frequency domain NIRS systems would have to be used. The time 

domain system has this capability as it measures the time it takes for a photon to arrive after a 

short pulsation of light (Figure 3-2b). The frequency domain system measures light intensity 
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detection and phase shift by modulating light intensity being produced (Figure 3-2c). For the rest 

of my thesis the focus will be on the CW NIRS system that we utilized in our research.  

 

3.2.3 Advantages  

A key advantage of the CW system used in this study is the ability to detect data from all 

source detector pairs simultaneously, instead of turning on the source light to individ ual fibres in 

series. This is possible by having the amplitude of light modulated at each source fibre. Light in 

the detector fibres is differentiated into the respective source by undertaking a Fourier Transform 

of the incident data to increase the spatial resolution 154. This allows one to differentiate light 

from each source fibre and gives the ability for mapping cortical activity with spatial resolution 

155.  Another advantage of this CW system is the high temporal resolution involved with 

continual measurement.  The system can detect fast changes in brain activation within seconds of 

brain activity. Some CW systems have the capability to be MRI compatible, offering multi-

modal imaging options.  

 

3.2.4 Disadvantages 

One of the major disadvantages of using a CW system is that measurements can only be 

relative because the light scattering and absorption values are unknown. Due to this all values are 

relative and no absolute values of oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb can be gathered. This issue will be 

further discussed in the section deriving oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb concentrations. 
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3.2.5 Modified Beer Lambert Law 

In order to extract oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb relative measurements the modified beer 

lambert law is used. The Modified Beer Lambert Law was adapted from the original beer-

lambert law to measure the relationships of near-infrared light 150,156,157. The beer-lambert law 

did not take into account that light propagation through biological tissues is diffuse and does not 

follow a linear relationship 156. Therefore the modified beer lambert law takes into account the 

additional distance caused by light scattering and the effect of different tissue mediums on light 

scatter.  Thus the modified beer lambert law includes pathlength and partial volume correction in 

the differential pathlength factor. This law is used to explain light attenuation (including 

absorption and scattering) and the concentration of the chromophores through a medium: 

OD = - log = CLB + G, 

where OD is optical density (light attenuation), Io is the incident (initial) light intensity, If is the 

detected (final) intensity, ε is the extinction coefficient of the chromophore, C is the 

concentration of the chromophore, L is the distance between of where the light enters the tissue 

and where the light exits the tissue, B is the pathlength factor that accounts for scattering also 

known as differential pathlength factor, and G is a factor that accounts for the measurement 

geometry. L is the distance between the source-detectors, while B or differential pathlength 

factor is determined by calculating pulse time length by a time domain instrument. Differential 

pathlength factors have been calculated for each specific tissue and at each light wavelength 150.  

 In this equation, extinction coefficient ε, B pathlength factor, G factor of measurement 

geometry and the distance L are based on head-cap arrangement, however OD and chromophore 

concentration changes over time. The change in optical density or attenuation is defined as:  
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OD = - log = CLB 

 There are particular wavelengths that are more sensitive to measuring particular 

chromophores such as 690nm and 830nm for deoxy-Hb and oxy-Hb, respectively. This is 

considered in the modified beer lambert law in order to calculate particular absorption of the 

specific chromophores. Thus light attenuation and wavelength are included in the final equation:  

ODλ = ( [HbO] + [HbR] )BλL 

where λ refers to the wavelength measured and included concentration changes for oxy-Hb 

(HbO) and deoxy-Hb (HbR) individually. In this equation the molar extinction co-efficient are 

used, therefore the resulting concentrations are delivered in milliMolar (mM).  

A limitation of the fNIRS system is not being able to absolutely Hb concentrations.  

NIRS experiments cannot measure the propagation of light through the tissues.  Thus, modified 

Beer Lambert law adjustment for partial volume correction results in an underestimation of the 

oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb changes in the cortex 156. In order to account for the effects of scattering 

and partial volume there would be a need for knowledge of the individual’s tissue volumes, and 

cortical layers. A way to minimize the effect is by properly selecting wavelengths to limit the 

amount of cross talk (discussed below).  

 

3.3 Coherence Analysis 

3.3.1 Understanding Functional Communication 

There are brain regions that undergo spontaneous fluctuations of brain activity and those 

in synchrony comprise a functional network 106,107. The strength of the inter-regional 

communication among these brain regions within a network is termed functional connectivity 
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158,159. Changes in functional connectivity are associated with changes in communication 

between regional networks, for instance several neurodegenerative diseases demonstrate a 

decrease in functional connectivity between brain regions in a network 160.  

These changes can be reflective of a variety of alterations in the brain as metabolic, 

neuronal, CBF/perfusion, or structural damage to white matter tracts 15,161. Intra-hemispheric 

connectivity is used to measure communication within the same hemisphere. This can include 

brain regions in close proximity (short length connectivity) or further away (long length 

connectivity). Inter-hemispheric connectivity is used to measure communication between 

corresponding brain regions in left and right hemispheres. Corresponding brain regions in left 

and right hemisphere are connected by white matter tracts through the corpus callosum. 

Disruption of inter-hemispheric connectivity may reflect white matter tract damage 162. 

 

3.3.2 Coherence analysis explanation 

Functional connectivity can be measured using a variant of cross-temporal correlation 

analysis or a coherence analysis. Correlation analysis is more commonly used however this 

method is limited by temporal components including delay of message transmission. In 

correlation analysis the frequencies are similar however there are phase shifts and changes in 

amplitude resulting in a low correlation. 

In this thesis we applied a coherence of temporal frequency signal components. 

Coherence analysis is similar to the correlation analysis used in fMRI functional connectivity 

studies. Coherence uses a specific algorithm to compare the synchrony of coupling signals 163. 

This algorithm can be used to study connectivity, as functional connectivity is known as 

temporal correlation between neuropsychologically related brain regions. The advantage of 
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coherence analysis is the comparison of two signals of the stability of temporal relationship 

without the effect of phase shift and amplitude changes. Phase shift and amplitude effect 

correlation analysis measurements, which is eliminated in coherence analysis. High coherence 

can occur in situations where there are differences in phase shift and amplitude but have similar 

frequencies. In coherence analysis, the signals are measured over time, thus coherence will 

change in responses to alterations in amplitude, frequency and phase over time.  

Correlation analysis in fMRI was used to find brain regions in communication known as 

functional  connectivity 159,164. These particular regions are similar in frequencies and can be 

connected between different brain regions and between similar regions in the left and right 

hemispheres. Correlation is effected by vasculature in the brain which results in a temporal delay 

and phase shift as mentioned above. These factors reduce correlation and can be better analyzed 

by coherence analysis. Vasculature responses are critical in task activation and the use of 

coherence can eliminate temporal in-phase differences.  

During coherence analysis, connectivity is measured by the oscillations in related 

networks that are phase locked 165. Phase locked maintains that a neural signal (excitatory or 

inhibitory) arrives from one network at the peak activation (signal) to the functionally related 

signal. Coherence has an advantage in that the signals may be phase locked but are not 

necessarily in-phase, allowing for the time delay to occur. Coherence has been applied to fMRI, 

and electro-encephalogram (EEG) studies evaluating functional connectivity 163,166,167. 

The frequencies of 0.04 to 0.1 hertz (Hz)  range are the frequencies most typically used in 

fMRI and fNIRS motor cortex functional connectivity analysis 159,163,168. fMRI relies on 

hemodynamic concentration measurements of deoxy-Hb therefore this analysis can be applied to 

optical imaging.  
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3.3.3 Coherence formula 

Coherence analysis is calculated using a formula 163:  

Cohxy( ) = , 

where (Cohxy) is the coherence between the event-related time series of two given signals (x and 

y); fxy(λ) is the cross-spectrum of x and y; and fxx(λ) and fyy(λ) represent the power spectrum of x 

and y, respectively, at frequency λ.  

 

3.4 Cortical Mapping 

3.4.1 Continuous Wave Systems 

The CW5, a laser specific system designed by TechEn.Inc in the United States was used 

for data collection (Milford, MA)156. The CW5 has a time resolution of 10-50 Hz, or the range 

for sample rate. There are 4 to 48 possible laser sources, where one source includes the 

wavelengths of 830 nm for oxy-Hb and 690 nm for deoxy-Hb which are emitted together onto 

the head (Figure 3-3). The system uses the Frequency multiplexing method to distinguish signals 

from different sources and wavelengths. This means that the diodes are continually turned on and 

the diodes are modulated in a different frequency. 

In the CW5, there are 32 avalanche photodiodes used as light detectors, and the data 

collected is based on cap design. The near infrared light is guided by the fiber optic bundles to 

probes located placed on the head in a particular formation. Near infrared source is modulated at 

200 Hz between frequencies of 6.4 and 12.6 kHz. The cap design typically allows for detection 

of 3 to 4 detectors to 1 source dependent on the head cap set-up. The distances between the 
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source-detector pairs is variable and can be adjusted however, the smaller the distance the greater 

depth penetration into the brain thus most head caps takes this into consideration in order to 

increase the amount of cortex being measured 169. Figure 3-4 illustrates the possible photon path-

length that can be taken during NIR sampling. Data sampling from detectors is sampled at 41.7 

kHz onto data acquisition cards (National Instruments NI6062E).  

 

3.4.2 Current Uses of fNIRS CW Technology 

There has been a wide application of fNIRS to the study healthy brain function and 

several brain disorders 170,171. The development of fNIRS technology has been matched with 

increased use in clinical settings, particularly due to its easy applicability and portability. fNIRS 

is not limited to investigating the hemodynamic response, it also has the capability to calculate 

functional connectivity 171,172. Validation of fNIRS measurements has been completed through 

comparisons to BOLD fMRI 173,174. It was found that oxy-Hb concentrations were highly 

correlated to BOLD measurements administered simultaneously. 

Currently the largest application of fNIRS includes studying behavior and cognition in 

children and infants, stroke, brain injury, epilepsy, depression and schizophrenia 171,175. 

Important advances in our knowledge of brain development will come from fNIRS studies. It is 

difficult to understand brain activation due to motion artifacts in fMRI studies, whereas fNIRS 

studies allow the participant to move with the headcap tightly secured.  Several brain regions 

have been investigated as the frontal (DLPFC and VLPFC), parietal, temporal and occipital lobes 

171. Similar to EEG and fMRI, functional connectivity has been used to study lateralization of 

activation from infants to adults 176. There have been developmental studies conducted in 

intensive care unit finding that children with Down’s syndrome have lower connectivity 177. A 
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fNIRS study of multiple sclerosis found decrease in functional connectivity between 

hemispheres during resting state and task activation 178. The method has even adapted to study 

brain function while participants were biking outside 179. These technological advances could 

provide us of information on the most complex processes in natural settings that our brain 

encounters. The ability of fNIRS to be used in multiple settings also gives us the opportunity to 

study brain function while individuals undergo rehabilitation. 

 

3.5 Localization  

3.5.1 Probe Localization 

The head cap was designed for placement over the motor cortex in the left and right 

hemispheres. A study by Varshney et al (2010) in adults, established that placement based on 

measurement of a distance 40% between the eye brow and occipital bone anteriorly was accurate 

100% of the time in correctly placing over the motor cortex as shown in Figure 3-5 a. These 

measurements were verified in the study as accurate due to prior studies completed by EEG 

system of Electrode Placement 142,180.  

In total, the use of 16 detectors and 16 sources may be combined for 28 pairs allowing 

creating a cortical map of the underlying cerebral cortex. The cap was designed for each 

hemisphere separately including 4 sources and 8 detectors (Figure 3-5b,c). The source detectors 

are placed 2.5 cm apart in order to gain light penetration of 2.5 cm into the underlying skull and 

brain. The cap has spacing to allow removal of underlying hair to maximum contact between the 

skull and probes. To verify, a heart rate frequency can be measured at above 1.0 Hz. The cap was 

secured into place by Velcro straps attached to the plastic (bendable) cap with probes.  
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3.6 System Safety 

fNIRS safety is dependent on selection of power being emitted through the sources. One 

way is to set the optical power to an appropriate level at which there will be no tissue heating. 

Tissue heating can cause discomfort to the subject however the CW5 has pre-set optical power 

levels to prevent any possible discomfort to the individual 181. In our study, the optical power per 

source has been adjusted to between 2-3.5 mW for each wavelength. However we have the 

option to adjust the power up to 9 mW without any discomfort.  

 

3.7 Data Collection 

3.7.1 Raw Data Collection 

Raw data collection is initiated by the researcher upon selection of record data option. 

This is completed after source-detector and head cap configuration is finalized. Each source 

contains a fiber with a laser wavelength of 690 λ and 830 λ.  The CW5 program applies a 

bandpass filter to decrease the noise of system. The data is then converted from analog to digital 

and output is illustrated on computer for user (illustrated in Figure 3-6). Based on the data 

collection we can then adjust data collection to increase signal to noise. 

 

3.7.2 Source-Detector Set up 

Head cap set up is critical in data collection as placement determines the final cortical 

areas being analyzed. Once the head cap is strapped into place on the participant’s head then the 

calibration process takes place. The CW5 data collection program (TechEn. Inc.) has a 

calibration process where a file specific to the set up of the sources and detectors is selected to 

ensure that the desired sources/ detectors are turned on. The program demonstrates the fourier 
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plot for each detector. The autonomic gain control (AGC) is selected to adjust the power elicited 

by each source, this may account for some of the lost signal due to hair type (example darker 

hair). By selecting AGC increases the amplitude of the peaks in correspondence to the source 

frequencies. Next, each detector is analyzed individually to ensure the detector is receiving the 

signal. If the signal does not provide an adequate fourier plot (with specific pattern) then the 

experimenter has the ability to adjust the source and detector. Some ways the experimenter can 

do this is by moving any hair between the sensor and skin out of the way, and/or tightening the 

headcap to ensure contact. Once each detector is calibrated and sensor signals are satisfactory, 

the test can begin. 

 

3.8 Data analysis 

3.8.1 Raw Data Analysis  

Data collection is saved to the computer every 30 seconds as it is collected at 41.7 kHz by 

each detector. Once data collection is completed the raw data filtering on ‘DOS’ can begin. The 

files are saved as extensions: ‘_0A00000.bin’ for left and ‘0B00000.bin’ for right hemisphere 

extensions. The file name is pre-selected prior to data collection. In DOS, the raw data is 

demodulated to remove laser carrier frequencies, next a Butterworth low-pass filter removes the 

high frequencies and then down-samples the data from 41.7 kHz to 100.15 Hz. This process 

results in the ability to detect frequencies up to 50 Hz.  

The next step required prior to data processing is to arrange the data into specific 

matrices and simultaneously aligns source-detector geometry for the data set. This is completed 

in a MatLab program written by Ted Huppert (Harvard University, part of Dr. Boas’ laboratory). 
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Here the data can be further down-sampled to 10 Hz, or maintained at 100 Hz. This is the last 

preparation needed prior to importing data into HomER, a data processing system.  

 

3.8.2 HomER – Data Analysis 

 HomER, is a MATLAB based data analysis program designed at Massachusetts General 

Hospital, that is available open source for download. In order to complete the analysis, source-

detector pair geometry is formatted to imitate the measurements and coordinates that were used 

in the cap. The program does a Fourier Transform to the data in order to locate source-detector 

location. Here we can look at tomographic maps for delta optical density, oxy-Hb, deoxy-Hb and 

total-Hb based on individual measurements, average of all source detector pairs, each individual 

source-detector pair, averages of resting state and task activation and compare among each 

parameter. The program is capable of signal processing and contains tools to apply filters for 

time course, band pass filters, motion artifact correction, and systematic fluctuation removal 

(options show in Figure 3-7).  The hemodynamic response is imported in optical density (OD), 

and the delta-OD (dOD) can describe the intensity changes associated with absorption and 

scattering (Figure 3-8a). For relative values of total-Hb, oxy-Hb, and deoxy-Hb the program 

applies the modified beer lambert law (Figure 3-8b). Oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb values are measured 

directly through the relative absorption and scattering of the wavelengths. HomER calculates 

total-Hb through the addition of oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb signals.  

Another feature of HomER includes image reconstruction (tomographs) based on event 

or block designs can be calculated with temporal selection to generate cortical activation maps. 

Figure 3-9 demonstrates the magnitude of activation at each source detector pair (mapped to 
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form over cortical area), therefore it is possible to locate the motor cortex area responsible for 

tapping.  

 

3.8.3 Coherence Analysis 

In order to complete coherence analysis we use HomER to save each source data 

separately. Each source is saved with its detector pair information for resting state, task 

activation and for either hemisphere as a MatLab file. Coherence analysis is completed by 

comparing each source detector pair to a chosen region of interest In this case it is selected based 

on the source-detector pair with greatest magnitude of activation during tapping. Each source-

detector pair can then be compared to the reference seed. Another parameter selected in the 

coherence analysis is the frequency ranges. Heart rate is detected in the frequency of 0.8-1.7 Hz, 

therefore similar to fMRI analysis we chose the frequency band of 0.04-0.1 Hz for coherence 

analysis (Sun et al 2004). Higher frequencies between 8-10 Hz, 10-50 Hz have been used to 

study fast optical signal or event related optical signal.  
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Figure 3-1. Absorption spectra of chromophores 

The absorption of oxy-Hb, deoxy-Hb, and water are illustrated for wavelengths between 650 and 

1000 nm. The NIR optical window lies between 650 and 900 nm. Deoxy-Hb (dotted line) is 

more sensitive to wavelengths closer to 700 nm. Oxy-Hb (solid line) is more sensitive in the 800-

850 nm range. Also represented is absorption spectra of water (red dashed line) which rises 

around 870 nm. (adapted from 151,182) 
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Figure 3-2. Types of fNIRS systems 

Illustration of fNIRS system types and signal delivery methodology.  The light intensity is on y-

axis and time on x-axis. As light is emitted it propagates through tissues: skin, skull, cerebro-

spinal fluid, and into the cerebral cortex. The pathlength is dependent on the tissues which is 

highly variable amongst individuals and affects the light intensity measured.  (a.) Is an example 

of a continuous wave (CW) system where transmission light intensity is constant and detectors 

measure relative absorption of light intensity. (b.) A time domain system emits a light impulse 

and measures time for photons to arrive at detector. (c.) A Frequency Domain system modulates 

light intensity, allowing for phase shift measurements which can be used to calculate pathlength.  

I1: Light intensity administered from NIRS system; I2: Light intensity after passing through 

tissues; I(t): Temporal point spread function for frequency domain function.  
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Figure 3-3. The CW5 fNIRS system 

a. In this picture is the CW5 system used at the Alberta Children’s Hospital. Detectors and 

sources can be seen extending from the machine. Top row of optodes are detectors, 

bottom row is the sources with 690 and 830 nm wavelength specification. 

b. The image is of the optodes ending to which connects to the head. The bottoms of the 

optodes protrude beyond the head cap to bypass hair, which is moved aside during head 

cap placement. 

c. Image of source-detector optodes inserting into semi-rigid headcap to keep distance 

between optodes consistent. Optodes are flexible and can be easily moved and bent 

allowing for a comfortable wear.  
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Figure 3-4. Example of the path near-infrared light takes form source to detector in CW5 

system 

 The colors, red and yellow indicate a high number of photons detected at a given point; blue and 

purple indicate low sensitivity or low amount of photons reaching the medium. b. Light 

propagation through the skull, cerebrospinal fluid and into the gray matter of the cerebral cortex. 

The lines are indicative of the banana shaped voxels that are measured using fNIRS. (adapted 

from 182) 
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Figure 3-5. fNIRS head cap positioning and preparation 

a. An EEG map (Retrieved from http://www.edfplus.info/), where placement of our head-

cap was based from; Varshney et al, 2012, completed the initial experimentation. F- 

frontal pole, A- auricular, O-occipital, P-parietal, T-temporal, Fp- fronto-polar and C-

central. The anterior placement of head cap is 40 from the naison.  

b. Example of head-cap placed on patient. The cap is secured into place with a Velcro band. 

Patient is comfortable, as the head-cap and attached optodes are light and can bent to 

accommodate any position. 

c. Illustration of our head-cap design for left and right hemisphere. The source-detector 

pairs are 2 cm apart. Here you can see the source-detector pairs; there 3-4 detectors per 

source.  
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Figure 3-6. Data collection paradigm  

Source probe provides a dual wavelength near-infrared light into head, through which the light is 

scattered and then measured by the detector. Multiple sources are collected by the detector. A 

band-pass filter is applied to remove noise. In order to be used by a computer the data is 

converted to digital from analog signal. The data is now ready for interpretation. 
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Figure 3-7. Screenshot of the HomER processing system 

A screen shot of HomER as initial data is imported.  

a. Average intensity of signal of all source-detector pairs over time (seconds).  

b. The source-detector map of the left-hemisphere head cap is illustrated. The head cap is 

pre-set prior to being imported into HomER using MatLab.  

c. Bandpass filters including low and high pass filters. Our data using a 0.8 Hz low pass 

filter to eliminate any physiological data that may affect the signal to noise ratio. 

d. Principle Component filters can be set to eliminate any irrelevant signal such as shown in 

a. at 290 seconds. This signal could be due to head excessive head movement of patient. 
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Figure 3-8. Average hemodynamic response and corresponding source-detector pairs 

a. Example of dOD from one subject during on – off tapping task. The right chart depicts 

the chosen source detector pairs used for averaging of data. In this sample source 2, 

detector 1 and source 2- detector 2 show greatest activation during the tapping paradigm. 

The red line depicts time of tapping.  

b. Example of concentration total-Hb (line) and deoxy-Hb (dotted line). Colors still 

correspond to the source-detectors pairs chosen.  
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c. Example of data lacking task activation. In this example different source-detector pairs 

were chosen to illustrate cortical area not involved in the finger tapping. This data would 

not be used for region of interest or hemodynamic response calculations.  
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Figure 3-9. Single control subject example tomographic maps 

Each tomograph is depicted for an average activation based on time during the data collection for 

all source detector pairs. The first column corresponds to the magnitude in activation of oxy-Hb, 

second is for deoxy-Hb and last column is for total-Hb. Each tomograph is based from 

measurements during selected times as: a. -5 to 0s is prior tapping, b. 0-5s during tapping, c. 5-

10s and d. 10-15s. Red colors signify activation or greater concentration, which is evident during 

tapping in oxy- and total-Hb. The colors are measured in magnitude based on molar units (x10-5). 

The tomographic maps are arranged on source-detector pairs, therefore you can localize the 

activation of the motor cortex during tapping. The x-axis is the distance (cm) from anterior to 

posterior, and the y-axis is the distance (cm) from medial to lateral on the head.  
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Chapter Four: Methodology  

4.1 Research Question and Rationale 

The first objective of this study was to establish whether fNIRS is capable of detecting 

functional alterations in response to task activation in children with PCS. To evaluate this we 

compared the magnitude of activation during a tapping task in M1 between control and mTBI 

subjects.  We hypothesized that PCS children will have decreased hemodynamic responses with 

task activation in the motor cortex.  

The second objective of this study was to assess alterations in brain communication 

between controls and PCS patients using a coherence analysis. Intra-hemispheric and inter-

hemispheric connectivity was compared during resting state and task activation in M1 between 

controls and mTBI participants. We hypothesized that there is reduced inter-hemispheric 

coherence in patients with PCS as compared to controls.  

 

4.2 Study Design – A cross-sectional observational controlled study  

4.3 Participant Recruitment 

4.3.1 Target Population 

Children between 12-18 years of age were recruited to take part in the studies. Patients 

with diagnosis of persistent PCS symptoms were recruited from the Alberta Children’s Hospital. 

Controls were recruited through friends, email, flyers and the healthy control program (HICCUP) 

at the Alberta Children’s Hospital. The protocol was approved by Conjoint Health Research 

Ethics Board at the University of Calgary (E-20287).  
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4.3.2 Inclusion criteria for mTBI patients 

1. Neurologist confirmed diagnosis of mTBI defined as any direct or indirect biomechanical 

force resulting in a change in neurological state without the following: loss of 

consciousness for more than 30 minutes, focal neurological deficits, and/or post traumatic 

amnesia for more than 24 hours 2.  

2. Right handed as assessed by self and parent report.  

3. Persistent symptoms present one month after mTBI in PCS patients.  

4. Between the age of 12-18 

5. Informed consent and assent.  

 

4.3.3 Exclusion Criteria for mTBI patients 

1. Previous significant medical history (e.g. hormonal disorders, diabetes, liver or kidney 

disease, cerebral palsy, seizure disorders, hypertension) or as advised by specialist 

2. Present or past alcohol or drug abuse 

3. Previous diagnosed concussion within the last 6 months 

4. Use of neuro-active drugs 

 

4.3.4 Recruitment 

Participants were recruited from Brain Injury Clinics, or the PLAYGAME study at Alberta 

Children’s Hospital 183. Brain Injury clinic patients and parents were approached following their 

appointment by student researcher to explain the research study and given time to consider 

participation. The patient and parent than were given time to read over consent, discuss among 

each other and ask any questions pertaining to the study. Secondary recruitment was through Dr. 
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Karen Barlow’s PLAYGAME research study, which includes patients with persistent PCS. The 

study is a double-blinded melatonin treatment study in children with PCS. Following 

participation in the study patients were approached and asked to consider if they would like to 

participate. In order to part-take in the study informed consent and assent needed to be 

completed.  

 

4.4 Study Design 

4.4.1 Participant Questionnaire 

Patient demographics, injury details, and past medication were collected using a standard 

questionnaire. The participants were asked if they experience any of the following symptoms 

within the last few days (yes or no) within physical, cognitive, behavioural and sleep categories. 

Physical symptoms included headache, nausea, vomiting, balance problems, dizziness, visual 

problems, fatigue, sensitivity to noise, sensitivity to light, and numbness or tingling. Cognitive 

symptoms included feeling mentally foggy, slowed down, difficulty concentrating and difficulty 

remembering. Behavioural symptoms included irritability, sadness, more emotional and 

nervousness. The last category was sleep including drowsiness, sleep less than usual, sleep more 

than usual and trouble falling asleep.  

The Rivermead Post Concussion Symptoms Questionnaire (Rivermead) was used to 

document the number and degree of symptoms present in relation to their pre-injury symptom 

status (see appendix 1) 184. The Rivermead is based on a likert-scale questionnaire including 

symptoms categories of physical, cognitive, sleep and behavioural categories. The likert-scale 

was from 0 to 4, 0 with no symptoms present and 4 significantly worse. The participants were 

asked to compare the symptoms to how they were compared before the accident. Although the 
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scale is not considered up to psychometric standards, the scores were similar to Post Concussion 

Symptom-Inventory (PCS-I) in a pediatric population 5.  

 

4.4.2 Study Procedure 

To begin, the headcap was positioned, calibrated and participants were comfortably 

seated. The patient then underwent a 5 minute (300 seconds) resting state measurement of which 

they are asked to sit in silence in a chair with eyes open, and asked to refrain from any 

movement. Next the participants completed a 5 minute on and off interval tapping task, of which 

they are sitting still for 30 seconds and then cued to being tapping with the right hand (left 

hemisphere activation) for 15 seconds. The subject is then cued again to seize tapping and return 

to resting state for 30 seconds. The tapping is completed by tapping index and middle finger to 

thumb at a frequency of 1 Hz to the beat of a metronome.  

 

4.4.3 Sample Size 

As this is a pilot study, this was a convenience sample achieving at least 10 participants 

in each group. In order to complete our objectives, our goal was to test ten PCS and control 

patients each group. For protocol one we tested: 19 PCS patients and 10 controls.  

 

4.4.4 Outcome Measures 

1. Time since injury (days), mechanism of injury, previous mTBI, sports participation, and 

types of symptoms present 

2. PCSI to evaluate degree of current symptoms  
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3. Measure the magnitude of activation through Hemodynamic response by change in total-

Hb, and oxy-Hb  

4. Coherence values within and between hemispheres during resting state and task 

activation for total-Hb, oxy-Hb, and deoxy-Hb. 

 

4.5 fNIRS Protocol 

4.5.1 Headcap Placement 

The head cap was designed for placement over the motor cortex in the left and right 

hemispheres. A study by Varshney et al (2010) in our lab established that placement based on 

measurement of a 40% distance between the eye brow and occipital bone anteriorly. These 

measurements were verified in the study as quite accurate due to prior studies completed by EEG 

system of Electrode Placement 142,180. Tapping task was used to verify that the head-cap was 

covering the motor cortex. 

The cap was designed for each hemisphere separately including 4 sources and 8 

detectors. The source detectors are placed 2.5 cm apart in order to gain light penetration of 2 cm 

into the underlying skull and brain. In total the use of 16 detectors and 16 sources to combine for 

28 pairs was used to create a cortical map of the underlying cerebral cortex. The cap has spacing 

to move the underlying hair to increase maximum contact between the skull and probes. To 

verify this a heart rate frequency can be measured at above a frequency of 1.0 Hz. The cap was 

secured into place by Velcro straps attached to the plastic (bendable) cap with probes. 

Verification of probe contact to head was completed in the CW5 data collection program.  

Each detector is isolated to evaluate the frequency patterns through a log-fourier view. 

Poor contact between the source/detectors and the skin could be identified as a lack of signal for 
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a fibre pair. Successful probe contact was evident with several peaks appearing on the Log-

Fourier display window corresponding to the amount of sources the detector is collecting data 

from. The gain can be adjusted in order to be able to identify the peaks from the noise by 

selecting the automatic gain control (AGC).  

 

4.5.2 Magnitude of Hemoglobin Concentrations 

Table 4-1 includes data collection process and analysis. After down-sampling of data into 

delta optical density measurements it is then applied to the modified beer-lambert law within the 

HomER MATLAB program (Huppert 2009). A low pass bandpass filter is applied at 0.8 Hz to 

remove physiological oscillations from our data (shown in Figure 4-1).  

Figure 4-2 is an individual example of calculated concentrations for complete data 

collection and averages of the 6 tapping sessions. The oxy-Hb, and total-Hb is used to choose the 

seed-detector pair with highest activation during motor task (tapping) on the ipsilateral side. To 

analyze the magnitude of the hemodynamic response the chosen source-detector pair plus three 

anatomical adjacent pairs are used to calculate relative concentrations. The resting state 

concentrations are then averaged for the source-detector pairs using 5 second prior to beginning 

motor task. Each individual will have variability resting state levels therefore here we need to 

measure each magnitude of changes based on subtracted the task activation relative oxy-Hb, and 

total-Hb levels in the last 10 seconds of the tapping task. The last ten second of the tapping task 

are used as there is a time to activation that is roughly 2-3 seconds following initial of the task. 

Furthermore, there is a period of overshoot following cessation of the task, therefore we will 

analyze the data points prior to task activation to give us a better measurement of resting state 

level. 
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4.5.3 Tomographic Maps 

Tomographic maps were synthesized for participants during task activation in the right 

and left hemisphere. Time points collected including 5 seconds prior to beginning tapping during 

resting state, 0-5 seconds, 5-10 seconds, 10-15 second, 0-15 seconds during tapping and 15-25 

seconds after tapping ceased. These maps are visual presentations of the hemodynamic response. 

The maps include all source detector pairs averaged over the 6 tapping sessions of the 

hemodynamic response. Maps can be represented by wavelength (830 λ for oxy-Hb; 690 λ for 

deoxy-Hb) in delta-optical density (dOD) or by oxy-Hb, deoxy-Hb and total-Hb concentration 

measurements following calculation by modified beer lambert law. The maps give an idea of the 

source-detector specific activation during task activation. Figure 4-3 provides an example of 

dOD tomographic maps during tapping that are used to investigate possible source-detector pair 

with the largest magnitude of activation. Figure 4-4 is an example of source-detector selection 

based on oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb activation during tapping. We chose to use oxy-Hb 

concentration to choose our source-detector pair with greatest magnitude of activation.  

 

4.5.4 Coherence Analysis 

To obtain values of coherence, the source detector pair with largest activation of total-Hb 

and oxy-Hb during the tapping task (motor cortex activation) will be chosen as analysis seed. 

This seed was compared to all other source-detector pairs. The analysis is performed in 

MATLAB and provided coherence maps of left and right hemisphere activation 185. In this case 

we used a band range frequency of 0.04 to 0.1 Hz which has been used previously for studies of 

brain region functional coherence with fNIRS 178,185. 
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Coherence values are compiled by averaging data from surrounding 3 source-detectors 

pairs of the chosen seed on the ipsilateral side. Data in the right hemisphere (contralateral side) 

are calculated from the four source detector pairs that are anatomically similar. Values of 0.0 are 

indicative of no linear relationship between two signals, whereas values of 1.0 correspond to a 

complete linear relationship. The chosen seed pair is not used in the coherence analysis because 

it has a value of 1.0. 

Completion of coherence analysis will be completed in a pre-written Matlab program (Dr. 

Goodyear Lab). The Matlab program is written specifically for the data retrieved from the CW5 

machine used in our studies. In order to use this formula there must be a selection of the source-

detector pair. The seed or region of interest is chosen by identifying the source-detector pair with 

highest magnitude of activation during finger tapping. Coherence is then completed by 

comparing each source detector pair to the pre-chosen seed. 

 

4.6 Statistics 

Mean, standard deviations and ranges were used to describe the samples. The 

Kolmogorov- Smirnov test was used to test for normal distribution of the ages between groups. 

This test is a non-parametric test which considers whether the groups were similar in 

distribution. The null hypothesis is considered to have continuous distribution between groups. 

The Chi squared test was used to determine whether gender was equally distributed.  

For hypothesis 1, between-group chromophore magnitude of change (∆-total-Hb, ∆-oxy-

Hb) during motor task performance were compared using Student’s t-test, with a  P-value set to 

0.05.  To determine inter-hemispheric connectivity, differences in mean coherence between 

hemispheres and participant groups were compared using two-way Analysis of Variance 
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(ANOVA). This test is used to look at the effect of two independent variables on a dependent 

variable. The two-way ANOVA determines the contribution of the independent variables on the 

main effect and also examines the interaction between the variables. In this case the independent 

variables are groups control and mTBI. The dependent variable is the coherence values for each 

group and hemisphere. In order to complete this test our population sample needs to be normally 

distributed with equal variances, and within and between group observations need to be 

independent. Our comparison includes total-Hb, oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb coherence calculations. 

Next, in order to allow for multiple comparisons, Tukey-B post-hoc analysis was used to 

compare means through pairwise comparisons and to determine which variables were 

significantly different from each other. The Tukey compares every mean with every other mean, 

and takes into account the amount of scatter of all groups (mean of square residuals). The p-

values are adjusted, and depend on the entire family of comparisons called the multiplicity adjust 

P-value. This value is based using the smallest threshold (alpha) of statistical significance at 

which the result is statistically significant 186. These tests were then used to compare the effect of 

task activation on coherence intra-hemispheric (within the same hemisphere). This comparison 

was completed for left and right hemispheres between control and mTBI subjects.  

 Pearson r correlation analysis was used to analyze whether coherence values were 

correlated with outcome measures including days after injury, and Rivermead scores.  
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Figure 4-1. Example of raw and filtered data in HomER processing system 

Raw data (a) is imported into HomER prior to data analysis. Here it is evident to see the high 

frequency noise present in pre-processed data. A low pass bandpass filter at 0.8 Hz is applied to 

raw data in order to remove physiological noise. There is evidence of a high frequency 

oscillation that could be due to subject movement; this can be removed by isolating the noise and 

using a single component filter.   
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Figure 4-2. Example of Deoxy-Hb and Oxy-Hb concentration during task activation  

Example of participant hemodynamic response during tapping task. a. graph of average signal 

from all source-detector pairs during all five minutes of data collection; the blue line represents 

deoxy-Hb concentration and green line represents oxy-Hb concentration. b. is average response 

to task activation over 6 tapping sessions, the red line illustrates 15 seconds of tapping task. This 

graph includes chosen source-detector pair that is used for evaluating response to tapping task.  
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Figure 4-3. Tomographic maps and hemodynamic response at selected sources during task 

activation for dOD 

Tomographs are depicted at a. 690λ for deoxy-Hb and b. 830 λ for oxy-Hb during tapping task. 

These tomographs include sources (marked by x) and detector (o) locations.  There is an increase 

in dOD with tapping that is averaged over 6 sessions of 15s tapping. From this we select our 

source-detector pairs to inspect further. Visually, the majority of activation is seen at source 2 – 

detector 2 and source 3 –detector 3.  The graphs represent sources c. 2 and d. 3. Each color line 

represents a separate detector.  The greatest magnitude of activation was in source 2-detector 1 as 

magnitude is based on subtraction from resting state. 
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Figure 4-4. Example of tomographic maps based on measurements of oxy-hb and deoxy-hb 

concentrations 

Tomographs are depicted at a. oxy-Hb and b. deoxy-Hb during tapping task. These tomographs 

include sources (marked by x) and detector (o) locations.  There is an increase in oxy-Hb with 

tapping that is averaged over 6 sessions of 15s tapping. From this we select our source-detector 

pairs to inspect further. Visually, the majority of activation is seen at source 2 – detector 2 and 

source 3 –detector 3.  The graphs represent sources c. 2 and d. 3. Each color line represents a 

separate detector.  The greatest magnitude of activation was in source 2-detector 1 as magnitude 

is based on subtraction from resting state. 
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Table 4-1. Estimated time to derive final analysis values 

The processing steps for concentration extraction and coherence analysis including estimated 

processing times. *dOD, delta optical density; HbT, total-hemoglobin; HbO, oxy-hemoglobin; 
HbR, deoxy-hemoglobin. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Step Process File Type 
Time 

(min) 

Time 

(max) 

1 Data Acquisition: CW5 System 

sample100test_0A00000.bin 

(2 files per test, Left and 
Right) 15 20 

2 Data extraction: CW5 system  sample100test_0A00000.bin  3 5 

3 

Data file conversion using DOS + 
CW5filter.exe + btr50.flt sample100test_LOA.cw5 32 40 

4 

Data file conversion and completion 
in MATLAB: ssdcna8s.mat  sample100L_10Hz.dod.mat 2 3 

5 

Import to HomER MATLAB based 

program + probegeometry_4x8oL.mat 

need to complete per 
hemisphere plus rest and 

task 5 10 

6 

Haemoglobin concentration data 
extraction 

Dependent on S-D or 
average combination 5 10 

7 

Coherence analysis file saving, each 
source (4) * state (2) * hemisphere (2) 

specific to hemisphere and 
baseline vs task = 

MATLAB 6 10 

8 

Coherence analysis, seed selection + 
processing 

MATLAB program 

including DoD, HbT, HbO, 
HbR 20 30 

  
Total time (estimate min) 88 128 
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Chapter Five: Results 

5.1 Demographic Information 

5.1.1 Subject Population 

Nineteen mTBI participants (9 male, average age 15.1 ± 1.6 years, mean ± S.D.) and 10 

controls (6 male, average age 14.0 ± 2.0) were enrolled in our study. Groups were similar in age 

(t -1.52, p=0.15) and sex (χ2 1, .42; p=0.52). Details of mTBI participants are shown in Table 

5-1.  The average time post injury was 134.9±107.1 days with a range from 31 to 473 days.  

  

5.1.2 Injury Characteristics 

Symptoms were organized into physical, cognitive, sleep and emotional categories. All 

reported symptoms are evident in Table 5-2. The most common symptoms in the physical 

category were headaches (63%), fatigue (63%), dizziness (58%), sensitivity to light (47%), and 

balance problems (47%). In the cognitive category, difficulty concentrating was the highest 

reported symptom at 68%, whereas sadness (42%) was the most present emotional symptom. 

Trouble falling asleep and drowsiness (47%) were most reported in the sleep category.  

Fourteen of nineteen mTBI subjects completed the Rivermeed. The scores ranged from 0 

to 56 (25.1±15.1; mean±S.D.), out of a possible 80. Five mTBI participants did not complete the 

questionnaire. mTBI participants reported an average of 10.4 ±4.6 scores. When analyzing 

categories there was an average of 4.6±2.4 physical, 2.4±1.5 cognitive, 1.6±1.5 emotional and 

1.7±1.2 sleep symptoms.  

  Sports were the cause of 74% of mTBI’s in participants, 16% were due to motor vehicle 

accidents and 10% due to falls. Sports-related injuries included hockey, soccer, football, 

horseback riding, and wrestling.  
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5.2 Technical Results 

5.2.1 Source-Detector Pair Detection 

For coherence analysis, the region of interest was selected by choosing the source-

detector pair with greatest activation. From 31 participants, 29 successfully showed a 

hemodynamic response with task activation. The two participants whose data was not used in 

this study was due to poor source-detector pair contact to scalp. For all successful participants, 

41% (12 out of 29) of seeds selected were from source 3. Source 1 and 2 were selected 21% of 

the time and source 4 was selected 17% of the time.   Data collection was successful 94% of the 

time. 

 

5.3 Functional Activation 

5.3.1 Magnitude of Activation 

Figure 5-1 shows example tomographic maps of the increase in oxy-Hb concentration 

during task performance. The magnitude of the increase in total-Hb and oxy-Hb concentration is 

similar between the patient and control subjects (Figure 5-2). Group statistical analysis 

confirmed that the change in total-Hb concentration during the motor task was not significantly 

different (p = 0.81) between mTBI (10.9  ± 3.5 μM; mean ± S.E.M.) and controls (12.2 ± 2.8 

μM). There was also no difference in the change in oxy-Hb concentration in mTBI (11.0 ± 2.8 

μM) and control (14.7 ± 3.6 μM) (p = 0.44). 
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5.4 Coherence Analysis 

5.4.1 Total-Hb Inter-hemispheric Coherence  

Table 5-3a. contains calculated coherence values for control and mTBI subjects during 

resting state and task activation in both hemispheres.  Figure 5-3 provides coherence maps 

examples for controls and mTBI subjects. During the resting state, coherence differed 

significantly between right-left hemispheres for total-Hb [F(1,54) = 15.68; p < 0.001], but not 

between groups [F(1,54) = 0.42; p =0.517]. During task activation, there was a significant 

difference between right-left hemispheres [F(1,54) = 13.47; p < 0.001] and between groups for 

total-Hb [F(1,54) = 18.18; p < 0.001]. Post-hoc analysis for multiple comparisons (Figure 5-4) 

revealed that coherence was significantly different between hemispheres for mTBI patients only 

during resting state. Total-Hb was significantly lower in the right hemisphere (inter-

hemispherical) as compared to the left hemisphere in mTBI participants (p < 0.001; 95% 

confidence interval: 0.09 to 0.44). 

 During task activation, there was a significant difference between control and mTBI 

coherence in the left  (p = 0.034; 95% confidence interval = 0.01 to 0.37) and right hemisphere 

(p = 0.012; 95% confidence interval: 0.04 to 0.40). There was also a significant reduction in 

coherence between left and right hemispheres in the mTBI participants (p < 0.001; 95% 

confidence interval: 0.04 to 0.34). 

 

5.4.2 Oxy-Hb Inter-hemispheric Coherence  

Table 5-3b contains coherence values for control and mTBI subjects during resting state 

and task activation for oxy-Hb. During the resting state, coherence differed between left-right 

hemispheres for oxy-Hb [F(1,54) = 15.65; p < 0.001], but not between subject groups [F(1,54) = 
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2.29; p = 0.15]. During task activation, there was a significant difference between left-right 

hemispheres [F(1,54) = 24.08; p < 0.001] and between groups for oxy-Hb [F(1,54) = 16.36; p < 

0.001]. 

Post-hoc analysis for multiple comparisons (Figure 5-5) revealed that coherence was 

significantly different between hemispheres for mTBI patients only during resting state. Oxy-Hb 

was significantly lower in the right hemisphere (inter-hemispherical) as compared to the left 

hemisphere in mTBI participants (p < 0.001; 95% confidence interval: 0.07 to 0.37). 

 During task activation, there was a significant difference between control and mTBI 

coherence in the right hemisphere (p < 0.001; 95% confidence interval: 0.10 to 0.39). There was 

also a significant reduction in coherence between left and right hemispheres in the control (p = 

0.031; 95% confidence interval = 0.01 to 0.42) and mTBI participants (p < 0.001; 95% 

confidence interval: 0.10 to 0.39). 

 

5.4.3 Effect of Task activation on Coherence: Total-Hb 

Intra-hemispheric coherence was significantly different between groups [F(1,54) = 4.84; 

p <=0.03], but not between tasks [F(1,54) = 0.14; p =0.71] (resting state and task activation, or 

tapping). There was also a significant interaction between groups and task [F(1,54) = 5.76; p = 

0.02]. For inter-hemispheric coherence there was only a significant difference between groups 

[F(1,54) = 6.1; p = 0.017], but not in task [F(1,54) = 0.95; p = 0.331] and for interaction [F(1,54) 

= 1.3; p = 0.258]. 

Tukey’s post-hoc multiple comparisons (results shown in Figure 5-6) revealed that 

coherence was only significantly different between control and mTBI subjects in intra-

hemisphere values. Intra-hemispheric total-Hb coherence was significantly lower during task 
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activation for mTBI as compared to the controls (p = 0.014; 95% confidence interval: 0.04 to 

0.35).  

 

5.4.4 Effect of Task activation on Coherence: Oxy-Hb 

Intra-hemispheric coherence was a significant difference between groups [F(1,54) = 6.5; 

p < 0.017], but not between tasks [F(1,54) =0.06; p = 0.813] (resting state and task activation, or 

tapping) and for interaction [F(1,54) = 1.5; p = 0.217]. For inter-hemispheric coherence there 

was only a significant difference between groups [F(1,54) = 7.59; p < 0.001], but not in task 

[F(1,54) = 0.01; p = 0.923] and for interaction [F(1,54) = 0.77; p = 0.392]. 

Tukey’s post-hoc multiple comparisons (results shown in Figure 5-7) revealed there were 

no significant differences in coherence between control and mTBI subjects in intra-hemisphere 

and  inter-hemisphere values. There were also no significant differences between resting state 

and task activation within control and mTBI subjects. 

 

5.5 Correlation Analysis 

5.5.1 Inter-hemispheric Coherence versus Time from Injury  

Figure 5-8 illustrates the relationship between time after injury to inter-hemispheric 

coherence values during rest and task activation. There was no significant relationship between 

time after injury and the total-Hb during resting state (r2> 0.001; p= 0.951) and task activation 

(r2= 0.083; p= 0.228). Similarly, there was no significant relationship in time after injury for 

resting state (r2= 0.02; p= 0.573) and task activation (r2= 0.0012; p= 0.892) for oxy-Hb 

coherence values.  
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5.5.2 Inter-hemispheric Coherence versus Rivermead Symptom Scores 

Figure 5-9 shows individual intra-hemispheric coherence values in comparison to 

symptom scores. Total-Hb intra-hemispheric coherence values showed a trend towards an 

increase in scores and decrease in coherence values during resting state. There however was no 

significant correlation in total-Hb for resting state (r2: 0.12; p; 0.228) and during task activation 

(r2 =0.056; p= 0.391). There was no correlation for Oxy-Hb coherence during resting state (r2 

=0.009; p= 0.74) and task activation (r2 =0.069; p= 0.337). 
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Figure 5-1. Examples of motor cortex activation during task activation 

Each tomograph represents motor cortex activation averaged over 5 seconds during task 

activation. Three participants are illustrated for a. control and b. mTBI groups. Tomgraphs are 

taken at 10 seconds into tapping task for 5 seconds. These tomographs are from the left-

hemisphere. Here we can get an idea of a region of interest that is representative of motor cortex, 

which then is further verified by looking at the qualitative measurements.   
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Figure 5-2. The magnitude of activation during tapping task 

The magnitude of activation is illustrated for control and mTBI participants in concentration of a. 

total-Hb and b. oxy-Hb (as calculated by the modified beer-lambert law). The means and 

standard error of mean (S.E.M.) are illustrated in this image. There was no significant difference 

between control and mTBI participants in the magnitude of activation following the tapping task 

in either a. or b.  
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Figure 5-3. Examples of coherence maps during resting state and task activation  

Coherence maps are represented during a. resting-state and b. task activation for sample control 

and mTBI subjects. Brighter pixels have high coherence closer to 1, whereas darker pixels 

(black) have lower coherence with region of interest or seed chosen. In the control subjects it is 

evident that coherence increases with task activation in comparison to resting state. There are 

lower coherence values in the mTBI subjects during a. resting state and b. task activation.  
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Figure 5-4. Coherence in the motor cortex in controls and mTBI patients for total-Hb 

Intra- refers connectivity within hemisphere of region of interest or seed that was selected for 

comparison; in this case the task is right hand tapping, therefore region of interest in the left 

hemisphere. Inter- refers to connectivity in the contralateral hemisphere to reference seed chosen. 

a. shows data from the resting state, and b. shows data from the motor task (task activation). The 

bars indicate standard deviation of the mean (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001). For total-Hb, (a, 

b) there is a significant difference in coherence between intra- and inter- hemisphere of mTBI 

patients during the resting state and task performance. During task performance, mTBI patients 

exhibit significantly lower coherence in both intra- and inter-hemispheres compared with 

controls.  
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Figure 5-5. Coherence in the motor cortex in controls and mTBI patients for oxy-Hb 

Intra- refers connectivity within hemisphere of region of interest or seed that was selected for 

comparison; in this case the task is right hand tapping, therefore left hemisphere activation. Inter- 

refers to connectivity in the contralateral hemisphere to reference seed chosen. a. shows data 

from the resting state, and b. shows data from the motor task (task activation). The bars indicate 

standard deviation of the mean (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001). For total-Hb, (a, b) there is a 

significant difference in coherence between intra- and inter- hemisphere of mTBI patients during 

the resting state and task performance. During task performance, mTBI patients exhibit 

significantly lower coherence in both intra- and inter-hemispheres compared with controls. 
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Figure 5-6. Effect of task activation on coherence within each hemisphere for total-Hb 

Coherence for resting state and task activation are illustrated for a. intra-hemisphere and b. inter-

hemisphere. The bars indicate standard deviation of the mean (*p<0.05). a.Within hemisphere,  

represents the effect of task activation on coherence on the surrounding motor cortex to seed 

selected. b. Inter-hemisphere, shows the effect of task activation on coherence in the contralateral 

hemisphere (inter-hemispheric coherence). There is a significant difference between a. intra-

hemispheric coherence in control and mTBI during task activation. In a. intra-hemispheric 

coherence there is a significant interaction between the effect of group and task.    
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Figure 5-7. Effect of task activation on coherence within each hemisphere for oxy-Hb  

Coherence for resting state and task activation are illustrated for a. intra-hemisphere and b. inter-

hemisphere. The bars indicate standard deviation of the mean (*p<0.05). a. Within hemisphere, 

represents the effect of task activation on coherence on the surrounding motor cortex to seed 

selected. b. Inter-hemisphere, shows the effect of task activation on coherence in the contralateral 

hemisphere (inter-hemispheric coherence). There is a significant difference between a. intra-

hemispheric coherence in control and mTBI during task activation. In a. intra-hemispheric 

coherence there is a significant interaction between the effect of group and task.    
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Figure 5-8. Relationship of inter-hemispheric coherence to time after injury in mTBI 

subjects 

Graphs are illustrate the relationship of time after injury (days) to coherence values in a, c resting 

state and b, d during task activation in the contralateral hemisphere to seed. a, b are values 

derived from total-Hb, while c,d are values derived from oxy-Hb. a, c are resting state coherence 

values, and b, d are coherence during task activation. There was no significant relationship 

between time after injury (days) and inter-hemispheric coherence in resting state and task 

activation in total-Hb and oxy-Hb.  
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Figure 5-9. Rivermead post concussion questionnaire scores in comparison to individual 

inter-hemispheric coherence  

Total-Hb (a) and oxy-Hb (b) inter-hemispheric coherence from contralateral side to seed as 

compared to Rivermead scores reported by each mTBI participant. Red triangles are individual 

coherence values in resting state; green triangles are individual coherence during task activation. 

The y-axis is total Rivermead Score for each individual. 

* Rivermead scores were collected for 15 of 19 participants. 
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Patient Gender Age Days after 

Injury ~ 

# of previous 

mTBI’s 

Rivermead 

score 

Mechanism of Injury 

1 M 18 473 1 * MVA 

2 M 15 38 0 * MVA 

3 F 18 31 0 * Fall 

4 F 13 42 0 27 Sport 

5 F 16 203 2 12 Sport 

6 M 15 238 0 22 Sport 

7 M 16 147 2 27 Sport 

8 F 13 175 0 27 Sport 

9 F 15 188 0 39 Sport 

10 F 13 40 1 4 MVA 

11 M 15 60 1 8 Sport 

12 M 17 266 2 31 Sport 

13 F 13 62 1 * Sport 

14 F 16 112 1 42 Sport 

15 F 16 190 2 25 Fall 

16 M 15 123 0 37 Sport 

17 M 15 77 2 0 Sport 

18 M 14 102 2 19 Sport 

19 F 14 76 2 56 Sport 

 

Table 5-1. Demographic information for mTBI participants enrolled in the study 

Table includes each subject’s age, gender, days after injury upon completing study, number of 

previous mTBI’s (none within the last year), Rivermeed score, and mechanism of injury. ‘*’ 

indicates participants that did not complete questionnaire.  
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Physical %  Cognitive %  Sleep % 

Headache 63  Feeling Mentally Foggy 47  Drowsiness 47 

Nausea 21  Slowed Down 47  Sleep Less than Usual 32 

Vomiting 6  Difficulty Concentrating 68  Sleep More than Usual 26 

Balance Problems 47  Difficulty Remembering 53  Trouble Falling Asleep 47 

Dizziness 58       

Visual Problems 37  Emotional %    

Fatigue 63  Irritable 37    

Sensitivity to Light 47  Sadness 42    

Sensitivity to Noise 42  More Emotional 37    

Numbness/Tingling 5  Nervousness 32    

 

Table 5-2. Reported persistent symptoms in mTBI participants 

Types of persistent symptoms as described by mTBI patients within the past few days prior to 

NIRS testing. Each estimate is based on whether the individual has the symptom, therefore 

answered either yes or no. 
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 Hemisphere Task Control (n=10) 

(mean ± S.E.M) 

mTBI (n=19) 

a. 

 Total-Hb 

Left Resting state 0.62 ± 0.05 0.63 ±0.03  

Task Activation 0.74 ± 0.03 0.55 ± 0.04  

Right Resting state 0.45 ± 0.07 0.36 ± 0.06 

Task Activation 0.57 ± 0.07 0.35 ± 0.04 

b. 

Oxy-Hb 

Left Resting state 0.63 ± 0.06 0.57 ± 0.04 

Task Activation 0.70 ± 0.06 0.53 ± 0.03 

Right Resting state 0.43 ± 0.07 0.32 ± 0.05 

Task Activation 0.48 ± 0.05 0.28 ± 0.04 

 

Table 5-3. Coherence values of total-Hb and Oxy-Hb averages for control and mTBI 

subjects 

Average coherence values for resting state and during task activation. The tapping task was 

completed with the right hand, therefore activating the left hemisphere. The left hemisphere 

coherence is representative of intra-hemispheric values, whereas the right hemisphere coherence 

is representative of inter-hemispheric values.  
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Chapter Six: Technical Considerations   

6.1 Overview 

fNIRS successfully detected functional activation during tapping paradigm. There are 

several considerations that should be made prior to creating a research paradigm involving 

fNIRS in order to optimize the data. This chapter includes discussion on fNIRS data collection 

and technical considerations.  

 

6.2 Technical Considerations 

6.2.1 Data Filtering and Analysis 

Data collection is takes up to 15-20 minutes including head cap installation. However, 

raw data filtering and analysis takes a considerable amount of time. In order to decrease 

processing time it would be beneficial to optimize our software by creating MATLAB scripts to 

automate processing time. This could be achieved with scripts for file saving for coherence 

analysis, and increasing the number of frequencies analyzed. This would also allow us to look at 

a larger amount of variables as fNIRS data collects up to 100Hz at two different wavelengths and 

many frequencies.  

 

6.2.2 Probe Placement 

The head cap used for this study was designed to eliminate crosstalk between 

wavelengths 153. The headcap covers 10cm medial to lateral and 5cm anterior to posterior. The 

headcap is placed using an International EEG Placement Guide. Additionally, confirmation of 

motor cortex region is verified through activation with tapping. However we cannot delineate 

whether some of the signal is from the somatosensory cortex. The somatosensory cortex is 
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located posterior to the central gyrus 187. Therefore it would be beneficial to introduce a sensory 

stimulus to separate motor cortex activation from somatosensory activation.  

 

6.2.3 Magnitude of Concentration 

The measurement we use for magnitude of activation is relative to each individual’s resting 

state. This is important as there are several scattering mediums which the near infrared light must 

pass before coming into contact with cortex. The tissues include skin, muscle, bone, meninges 

and cerebrospinal fluid 146,157. The scattering and absorption properties for these tissues are 

different amongst each other. They are highly variable among individuals and may affect the 

data collection. It is not possible to measure the path-length in our subjects using the CW system 

170. Therefore, the path-length that near-infrared light takes is assumed in the modified beer 

lambert law equation. The assumptions are based on Monte Carlo simulations, which have 

shown that the path length is dependent on the chosen source-detector pair distance 156. With 

optimal source-detector distance and wavelength selection, the near-infrared light can penetrate 

up to 1cm in the cerebral cortex 145,156.  

Another concern with collection of microvascular saturation is the relative input of pial 

arteries and veins to the NIRS signal. NIRS is sensitive enough to measures the small change in 

concentration of microvascular saturation of oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb in the capillaries or venules 

174. In the pial arteries and veins there are large changes in oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb concentrations, 

which would cause near infrared light to be greatly absorbed affecting the detection of near 

infrared light. It has been shown that arterial flow affects oxy-Hb concentration, whereas venous 

flow influences deoxy-Hb changes 174.   
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6.2.4 Source-Detector Selection for Magnitude of Activation Calculations 

In response to tapping there is an evident hemodynamic response in the contralateral 

hemisphere with an increase in oxy-Hb and total-Hb. Tapping causes a hemodynamic response 

that peaks at 3-4 seconds after tapping begins and plateaus at 5-15s. Once tapping ceases there is 

a decrease to resting state levels. The response in deoxy-Hb is usually characterized by a rapid 

decrease with task activation and then stabilization 15,156,185. We did not evaluate this in our study 

as several fNIRS studies have found that total-Hb and oxy-Hb signals to be superior to that of 

deoxy-Hb as compared to fMRI 80,188,189. We found that activation is not isolated to a single 

source-detector pair but is also evident two or three source-detector pairs in close anatomical 

proximity. The hemodynamic response to task activation in our study is consistent with several 

studies investigating the motor cortex using fNIRS 142,157,178,185.  

 

6.2.5 Subject Variability 

In total- and oxy-Hb, there was a large variability in the both the control and mTBI for 

magnitude of activation. Each individual’s magnitude of activation was calculated by subtraction 

of the tapping concentration (10s from plateau) from resting state concentration. This was 

completed to lower the effect of individual factors on magnitude of activation, thus regardless of 

each person’s resting state, the magnitude of activation was recorded. This measurement is based 

on concentration changes in micromolar (mm) units, therefore even small differences are 

detected 185.   

There could be reasons for the variability as head-cap positioning, contact of probes to 

head, subject’s movement noise in the data, or even color of hair. Head-cap positioning could 

vary among individuals due to their head size. We measured the length from the bridge of the 
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nose to the occipital bone and based midline positioning of the headcap 40% of the distance 

measured. However, in future studies it would be helpful to measure length from the top of 

mandibular condyle, which is anterior to the ear, from left to right over the superior aspect of the 

skull. This is particularly important when considering the differences in gender and age on head 

cap positioning. The positioning of the hand on the motor homunculus is located anterior-

laterally in the pre-central gyrus between the leg and face. The hand area occupies the most 

space proportionally, and there is specific activation of motor cortex corresponding to thumbs 

and fingers 187,190. Our head cap is large enough to cover this area, however it would help 

eliminate any possible human error in head-cap placement and reduced variability in 

measurements. 

It is possible to ensure proper head contact to probe through the CW5 data collection 

system by investigating the detector signal. However, there can still be variability in the 

transmission of near-infrared light if the probe is not tightly strapped. There is an automatic 

calibration process that takes into account the propagation of light and scattering effect, however 

we cannot adjust the power manually without altering the hardware itself. The new CW6 systems 

allow to adjust for power manually, that would even allow us to account for darker hair color 

which has been shown to absorb near-infrared light greater than light hair color 154,191.  

 

6.2.6 Coherence Analysis Considerations 

In order to complete the coherence analysis, several parameters needed to be established 

to optimize our results. This included seed selection, and the number of seeds used in the 

analysis. The source-detector with greatest magnitude of activation is chosen as the seed, or 

region of interest to use for the coherence analysis. This is chosen through initial recognition of 
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an increase in activation based on tomographs and then quantitatively analyzed for concentration 

changes for each source-detector pair. Similarly to the magnitude of activation, for analysis of 

coherence the source-detector pairs in close anatomical proximity are chosen for intra-

hemispheric coherence. Inter-hemispheric coherence is then measured in similar anatomical 

position in the right hemisphere or ipsilateral to the finger tapping hand.  

Previous published and unpublished work in our laboratory found that using the 

anatomical seeds in the ipsilateral hemisphere based on the inference from contralateral 

hemisphere was successful 178,185.  When comparing to left hand tapping, the activation of the 

motor cortex in the right hemisphere was similar to the identified source-detector pairs by 

anatomical position.  In our study we used the anatomically matched position to identify motor 

cortex in the ipsilateral hemisphere to tapping. Interestingly, in some subjects we saw a small 

increase in concentration corresponding to the hemodynamic response in ipsilateral hemisphere. 

This was evident in these source-detector pairs selected by anatomical positions.  

Since all the coherence data is compared to our selected seed, we needed to decide how 

many source-detector pairs we would use for our final coherence value. For the intra-

hemispheric coherence we chose to average the coherence values for 3 source-detector pairs in 

close anatomical proximity to seed. We could not choose the seed for our coherence value as it is 

assigned a value of 1. Our choice of source-detector pairs was consistent to source-detector pairs 

chosen for the magnitude of activation analysis. In the ipsilateral hemisphere, 4 source-detector 

pairs in anatomically similar positions were averaged. In some situations, we chose to only use 3 

source-detector pairs as the coherence value was close to 0. This could be due to noise in our 

data collection in that particular source-detector pair. By averaging several source-detector 

coherence values we are also eliminating the effect of noise directly on the result, as if we were 
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to use 1 source-detector pair to compare. This method was also used in other studies in our 

laboratory with comparable coherence values in healthy controls 178,185. 

 

6.2.7 Frequency Band Selection 

It was important to select an appropriate frequency band for our coherence analysis as our 

data collection included frequency ranges up to 50 Hz. For our main analysis we chose to use a 

frequency band of 0.04 to 0.1 Hz. This was based on previous studies of functional connectivity 

in fNIRS and fMRI studies 163,168,192. Furthermore, our coherence analysis of fNIRS data 

collection is based on hemodynamic activity of the brain, which undergoes slow temporal 

changes in response to task activation. Therefore, selection of this frequency band was 

appropriate to study these slower frequencies at resting state and during task activation.  

Prior to completing our coherence analysis it was important to discuss the presence of 

spontaneous high amplitude low frequency oscillations during resting state. It was critical to 

remove systematic oscillations in order to optimize our investigation of neuronal activity. We 

removed the respiratory signals from our data by applying a bandpass filter below 0-0.08 Hz to 

reduce the high frequency physiological components.   The low frequency oscillations are due to 

systematic fluctuations such as respiration, blood pressure, heart rate variation and cardiac 

pulsation 168,193–195. These oscillations have been observed in resting state functional connectivity 

studies in fNIRS and fMRI 168. Low frequency oscillations are consistently seen in fNIRS 

frequency analysis at 0.01Hz, 0.04 Hz, 0.08Hz and 0.1 Hz 168,193,196,197.   Similarly, oscillations at 

a frequency of 0.02 Hz, 0.04 Hz and 0.1 Hz have been seen in fMRI 159,198–200. The contribution 

of 0.02- 0.03 Hz, and 0.1 Hz low frequency oscillations has been attributed to respiratory and 

cardiac pulsation, respectively 194,197.  
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6.2.8 Chromophore Selection for Coherence Analysis 

One advantage of using fNIRS for functional connectivity analysis is the ability to derive 

several hemodynamic parameters including total-Hb, oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb values. Functional 

connectivity measured in fMRI is based on deoxy-Hb, however fNIRS is more sensitive to 

changes in oxy-Hb, and total-Hb measurements 197,201.  In our analysis we found that using total-

Hb and oxy-Hb showed greater coherence with less variability between and within control and 

mTBI subjects (results are in appendix a). Therefore, for our main analysis we chose total-Hb 

and oxy-Hb for coherence analysis. This is consistent with other fNIRS connectivity analysis 

studies which used total-Hb or oxy-Hb to optimize the data 192,193,202.  

 

6.2.9 Section Summary 

This section discussed the technological aspects of using fNIRS to study brain 

communication and the hemodynamic response during motor cortex activation. There are many 

opportunities to utilize fNIRS in studying brain function in clinical studies. In devising future 

studies using the fNIRS system the user should take into consideration the suggestions made 

above to optimize data collection and analysis.  
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Chapter Seven: Discussion and Future Considerations  

7.1 Overview 

This thesis demonstrates the feasibility and utility of using fNIRS in a pediatric population 

with mTBI to evaluate brain function. fNIRS can calculate microvascular hemoglobin saturation 

during resting state and task activation. It can also measure the low frequency oscillations using a 

coherence analysis to detect functional connectivity. This study found that there are differences 

in brain function between controls and participants with PCS.  

 

7.1.1 Aims and Objectives 

The first objective of this study was to establish whether fNIRS is capable of detecting 

functional alterations in the response to task activation in children with PCS. We hypothesized 

that PCS children will have altered hemodynamic responses with task activation in the motor 

cortex. Contrary to our hypothesis, we found that PCS children did not have an altered 

hemodynamic response to tapping. Children with PCS did not differ from controls in their 

magnitude of activation. 

The second objective of this study was to assess alterations in brain communication 

between controls and PCS patients using a coherence analysis. We hypothesized that there is 

reduced inter-hemispheric coherence in patients with PCS as compared to controls. In acceptance 

of our second hypothesis, we found that PCS children had alterations in inter-hemispheric 

coherence during resting state and task activation.  
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7.2 Hemodynamic Response in Motor Cortex 

Previous studies have proposed that brain activation is altered following mTBI 97,99,104,203–

205.  Studies of adults have shown reduced task-related activation in the normal brain network, 

and hyper-activation of areas outside of this network 203.  A fMRI study of symptomatic pediatric 

patients performing a working memory task demonstrated hypo-activation of the normal 

networks involved and a hyper-activation of a larger, more dispersed group of networks 103. It 

has been proposed that the amount of recruitment to achieve the same task requires greater 

functional activation and such activation can be dispersed over a larger area 103. Our study did 

not support this during a motor task for total-Hb and oxy-Hb concentrations. The magnitude of 

response to tapping task was not significantly different between mTBI and control patients.  

In our study we did not see significant difference in the magnitude of activation of the 

primary cortex. There could have been altered activation in other brain regions during tapping 

that we did not investigate. In children, a large neural circuitry is activated during finger tapping 

206,207. The brain regions responsible for tapping are the primary motor cortex, cerebellum vermis 

and supplementary motor area 207. Thus it may be possible that brain regions like the cerebellum, 

which is activated during rhythmic tapping in children, could be differentially activated in mTBI 

patients but are not measured in our study 206,207. In adults during finger tapping there is 

activation of contralateral sensorimotor cortex, ipsilateral cerebellum, basal ganglia, thalamus 

and sensory cortex 208–210. There is some evidence that some of these areas can be disrupted in 

mTBI and evidence of hypo-activation in the sub-cortical structures, such as the basal ganglia, 

thalamus and cerebellum during attentional tasks 92,93. Other tasks, such as response inhibition, 

are associated with increased cerebellar activation in mTBI subjects 211. Although we did not see 
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a significant difference in the primary motor cortex, there could be alterations in brain regions 

that are responsible for finger tapping that are outside our data collection fields. 

Brain activation is also dependent on whether the tapping is internally or externally 

initiated such as through auditory or visual pathways 212. In our study we used a metronome to 

deliver an auditory cue to finger tapping. During auditory cues there is activation in bilateral 

supplementary motor cortex, caudal dorsal and ventral premotor cortex, ipsilateral DLPFC and 

M1, whereas visual cues tend to involve parietal brain regions 212. This synchronization to 

auditory cues require a greater mental work load in children 206,213. Although, there is a 

possibility that our data collection could be contaminated by somatosensory activation, as we 

study older children this is less likely to have a significant effect, and further, any effect would 

be present in both groups.  

 As children with PCS are relatively well and have very good motor function, the simple 

finger-tapping task like this may not be sensitive enough to evaluate changes in magnitude of 

activation in M1 of our PCS subjects. In adults, it has been previously suggested that there are 

differential responses based on level of difficulty non-motor tasks within one month of mTBI 

94,95. In a working memory task, there was a difference in the response to increasing working 

load in comparison to control subjects without any changes in task performance. The mTBI 

subjects had less activation in low working load, and significantly greater activation than control 

patients in the high processing loads in right DLPFC and right parietal brain regions 94. Another 

study showed that mTBI patients had a disproportionate increase in working memory brain 

regions in moderate task, with very little increase to high working load 95.  Both studies 

confirmed that in mTBI subjects there are changes in recruitment and allocation of resources to 

complete the task. There are alterations in PCS patients with working memory and attention 
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deficits symptoms 90. There was a larger increase in brain regions, and there was also an 

increases in brain regions normally not recruited to achieve the task. The extent of activation was 

related to severity of PCS symptoms, although we did not find this in our study. There is 

evidence of different patterns of BOLD activation to finger tapping frequency, suggesting that 

altering the frequency may involve different brain regions and working loads 214. In order to 

determine whether the magnitude of response in M1 or other cortical regions is altered there 

could be a more difficult task used to increase sensitivity.   

In our study we used a unilateral finger tapping paradigm to investigate brain activity. 

TMS and fMRI have studied the role of the corpus callosum in uni-lateral finger movements.  

Rhythmic unilateral finger tapping has shown an increase in activation in contralateral 

sensorimotor cortex, subthalamic regions and the ipsilateral cerebellum, with a decrease in 

ipsilateral sensorimotor cortex, subthalamic regions and contralateral cerebellum 215. This study 

suggests that brain regions activation due to response unilateral finger tapping is important 

because inter-hemispheric communication between the motor cortices helps facilitate 

coordinated and efficient movement. The inter-hemispheric inhibition occurs through the white 

matter tracts located in the corpus callosum, called the trans-callosal fibers 215,216. Any disruption 

to these communication pathways may impair this inhibitory (decrease in activation) response. 

Therefore further exploration needs to be completed using a unilateral finger tapping task with 

both hands in order to determine whether the sensorimotor cortex is disrupted. One way to 

explore white matter tract damage or disruption of the corpus callosum is to evaluate the 

functional connectivity or white matter tract. These findings will be discussed below with 

discussion of our results.  
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7.3 Functional Connectivity 

7.3.1 Inter-hemispheric Connectivity 

The most significant finding in our study is the reduction of total- and oxy-Hb coherence 

during motor task activation in the contralateral hemisphere in PCS patients. This suggests 

impairment in inter-hemispheric functional connectivity. Specifically, the total- and oxy-Hb 

coherence is reduced relative to controls during task activation.  There has been a study 

performed comparing functional connectivity during task activation using a coherence analysis 

with EEG for functional connectivity in mTBI. This study explored different brain regions 

involved in working memory, while we explored the motor cortex. Similar to our study, inter-

hemispheric connectivity was reduced during working memory tasks in mTBI patients 217. There 

was a significant reduction in inter-hemispheric coherence in frontal brain regions during verbal 

working memory and visual-spatial tasks. This suggests that inter-hemispheric connectivity 

disruption may be apparent in various brain networks following mTBI. Although limited 

research has been conducted in mTBI, there is evidence of decreased inter-hemispheric 

functional connectivity during task activation in severe TBI and neuro-degenerative diseases, 

such as multiple sclerosis, vascular dementia, and Alzheimer’s 178,218–221. These diseases are 

characterized by loss of brain communication or disruption in brain network function. Currently 

the mechanism for a decrease in functional connectivity in mTBI is not fully understood. 

Our study also demonstrated a significant reduction between inter-hemispheric and intra-

hemispheric coherence values of total and oxy-Hb for mTBI participants, and in oxy-Hb for 

controls. This is similar to changes seen in adult patients with multiple sclerosis during task 

activation 178.  
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  During resting state, inter-hemispheric coherence was lower in both controls and mTBI 

and was seen in total- and oxy-Hb values. This finding is supported by a previous finding in 

adult mTBI patients where inter-hemispheric connectivity was lower but comparable to controls 

in frontal and temporal brain regions 217.  This suggests that there is disruption in resting state 

communication in several brain networks in PCS subjects. When comparing intra-hemispheric to 

inter-hemispheric coherence, there was a significant magnitude of decrease in mTBI patients in 

total-Hb and oxy-Hb.  Although there is a small reduction in inter-hemispheric connectivity (as 

compared to intra-hemispheric connectivity) in healthy populations 178,193. This significant 

reduction is seen in the mTBI group during resting state and is similar to the disruption in 

functional connectivity of the  default mode network in fMRI studies of mTBI 110,111,114,222,223.  

 

7.3.2 Comparison between resting state and task activation of Intra-hemispheric connectivity  

In our study, task activation led to an increase in coherence in controls in both intra-

hemispheric (left) and inter-hemispheric connectivity in total-Hb and oxy-Hb. Although this 

increase was not significant, it is similar to previous studies of task activation in which, there is 

an increase in functional connectivity (or coherence) with task activation  178,217,224.  

Investigations of the motor cortex have also shown that functional connectivity increases during 

task activation as compared to the resting state 206,224–226. However, in mTBI subjects there was a 

non-significant decrease in intra-hemispheric and inter-hemispheric coherence in oxy-Hb and 

total-Hb. This interaction between task and group was significant in total-Hb.  

In healthy patients there is an inhibitory deactivation in the ipsilateral M1 to tapping, with 

a corresponding large increase in activation in the contralateral hemisphere. The increase in 
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functional connectivity in M1 during tapping has been suggested to relate to this increased 

activity of the inter-hemispheric inhibitory pathways associated with motor control206,224.  

A reduction in task specific coherence is consistent with the altered connectivity/cortical 

activation during task activation in fMRI, transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and 

electroencephalogram (EEG) of mTBI patients 116,117,119,227,228. This study is the first to show 

reduced coherence with fNIRS in pediatric mTBI patients within the motor cortex during resting 

state and task activation. 

 

7.3.3 Subject Demographics Versus Coherence Values 

Our study did not find any correlation between subject time after injury and with 

individual coherence values. There are many variables that need to be considered as gender and 

age effects, mechanism of injury and pre-injury coherence. Without acquiring a baseline 

coherence prior to injury it is difficult to find similarities in coherence between individuals in 

correlation to time after injury. It would also be beneficial to increase subjects numbers in both 

control and mTBI groups.   

Unlike our study, there have been a few studies that have found correlations between 

severity of symptoms and functional connectivity. Functional connectivity decreases in the 

default mode network were correlated to the prediction of cognitive symptoms such as 

distractibility and cognitive fatigue 113.  More so, evaluation of thalamo-cortical connectivity 

found that a re-distribution to brain regions outside the resting state network were related to 

diminished neuro-cognition 118. PCS patients who reported a decrease in cognitive and emotional 

symptoms on a follow up test at 6 months still presented with decreased functional connectivity 

in comparison to controls 229. This study suggested that brain recovery did not necessary 
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correlate with symptom recovery. In order to understand the underlying brain function in relation 

to functional connectivity further studies need to be completed. Particularly with larger patient 

numbers, controlling for any confounders such as age, gender, and symptomatology. In our study 

we evaluated coherence in the motor cortex, which is not involved in cognition, or behaviour. A 

comparable measure could be measuring the performance during a motor task in comparison to 

primary motor cortex coherence.  

 

7.4 General Discussion 

Without further study, it is not clear whether these changes reflect dysfunction in the white 

matter tracts or a metabolic dysfunction. Reduction of coherence could be a result of white 

matter volume loss 230, focal axonal injury 131, metabolic dysfunction in the corpus callosum 231,  

or the primary motor cortex 76.   The decrease in coherence could also be due to cellular damage 

following an mTBI 96.  

Inter-hemispheric functional connectivity is dependent on the function of the corpus 

callosum. The degree of synchrony in functional connectivity is positively correlated with the 

structural integrity of white matter 232. White matter track damage or dysfunction has been 

reported based on DTI studies, which is consistent with our finding of disruption in functional 

connectivity between left and right motor cortices in mTBI patients 124,126,233–235. A correlation 

has been reported between fractional anisotropy (FA) and task reaction times in several areas of 

the brain including the genu of the corpus callosum and the thalamus 123,233,235. In particular, a 

decrease in FA values in the ascending fiber tracts from the corpus callosum to the primary 

motor cortex following mTBI 76. A previous fNIRS study on patients with multiple sclerosis, a 

disorder associated with white matter damage, also reported reduced coherence during task 
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activation compared with controls 178. This result was similar to a study of coherence in multiple 

sclerosis, which there was a slight decrease in coherence with tapping task 178.  Interestingly,  

studies of multiple sclerosis have found that there is a decrease of inhibitory outputs that may be 

caused by corpus callosum atrophy 236–238. 

Reduced inter-hemispheric connectivity has been suggested to be correlated to a decrease 

in communication between hemispheres 239. Even during resting state, inter-hemispheric 

connectivity was lower in mTBI patients suggesting disruption or alteration in communication 

pathways between the hemispheres. In the healthy brain, the communication between cortices 

can occur as a result of excitatory or inhibitory inputs to transcallosal fibers in the corpus 

callosum 240,241. This consistent communication occurring during resting state that has been 

suggested to be dependent on the readiness of the motor cortex 240. TMS studies have shown in 

adult mTBI studies that there is an alteration in the balance of excitatory and inhibitory inputs 

between motor cortices 242–244. The reduction in communication could be a result of the 

decreased functional connectivity in mTBI patients.  

Another possibility for the reduction in inter-hemispheric connectivity in our mTBI 

patients could be due to changes at the electrophysiological level. Our mTBI subjects elicited a 

reduction from rest to task activation in intra-hemispheric and inter-hemispheric connectivity, 

whereas control subjects increased connectivity. Increases in connectivity due to task activation 

have been correlated with corresponding increases in neuronal activation in EEG, and 

hemodynamic response in fNIRS, fMRI studies 159,178,193,199. There is evidence of a disruption in 

the balance of inter-hemispheric excitatory and inhibitory pathways in mTBI subjects as 

measured by TMS 242,244,245. Furthermore, motor threshold, a way to measure cortical excitability 

and the conduction of inhibitory and excitatory pathways,  is elevated in mTBI subjects 242,245. 
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This means that neuronal activation of the fibers between hemispheres could be less sensitive to 

activation, which could be reflected in our results of the reduction in functional connectivity in 

mTBI patients. 

 There is evidence of metabolic disruption in M1 and the corpus callous of chronic mTBI 

subjects 55,76,78,246. Another marker of dysfunction in metabolism are decreases in 

glutamine/glutatmate in the grey matter of patients with symptoms present at 1 month 73.These 

disruptions could affect the increase in cerebral blood flow which normally occurs as a result of 

healthy neurovascular coupling 247,248. This relationship between neuronal activation and the 

corresponding increase in microvascular oxygen is related to corresponding increases in 

functional connectivity during task activation 159,168,199. In our control subjects we saw an 

increase in intra-hemispheric and inter-hemispheric functional connectivity during task 

activation, however in our mTBI subjects functional connectivity slightly decreased or did not 

change. This suggests that there are differential responses to finger tapping in the mTBI subjects 

involved in the communication between motor cortices.  

 

7.5 Benefits 

Children with mTBI and PCS often have headaches, fatigue easily and are intolerant of 

noise or bright lights. fNIRS is quiet, and the participant can sit comfortably in a chair and 

complete tasks. Further, in our study fNIRS was well tolerated and completed with a 94% 

success rate. fNIRS could be a useful tool for studies of cortical function, especially in children 

with PCS.  

Another consideration is the ease and speed of completing the fNIRS method. The research 

assistant simply needs to be able to comfortably fit the cap over the head while gently moving 
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the hair out of the way. In some cases, there may hair that is difficult to remove, to which the 

research assistant simply presses the calibration button on the CW data collection system. It is 

important to consider that the children may be hesitant to allow anything on their head if it is put 

on forcefully.  

  Unlike BOLD fMRI, where the patients are required to lay still in a supine position, 

fNIRS probes are malleable allowing for studies including movement, sitting or standing. The 

portability and the ability to measure while subjects are completing other tasks like 

neuropsychological testing could allow us to measure brain function in a variety of situations.  

Furthermore, we can apply fNIRS to measure brain development, different disease states and or 

to have a better understanding of brain function in general.  

 

7.6 Limitations 

A limitation of the study is the sample size, although this group number was sufficient to 

show significant changes between groups. We only recruited ten controls subjects to this study, 

however we need to expand this to have normalized values for the pediatric population. Most of 

the studies conducted are in the adult population and it is known that there are differences in 

brain development between the pediatric and adult population 213,249. Furthermore, it would have 

been beneficial to retest the subjects over time as to see whether coherence scores improved over 

time and whether control coherence values remained stable over time.  

Also, it remains possible that the motor cortex may not be the location with the largest 

differences in inter-hemispheric communication. Further analysis should incorporate other brain 

regions such as the dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) which shows functional impairment 

after mTBI.250,251 A larger mapping study should be done to examine other regions. This would 
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also allow us to investigate the correlation between symptom presence and fNIRS measurements 

such as cognitive deficits in PCS. 

There was also a large variability in time after injury and symptom presence. If symptoms 

changed with time, this could account for part of the variance. Although we found a group 

difference compared to controls, the sample size is too small to determine if there is a 

relationship between time after injury and the magnitude of the change in coherence.  

One of the most significant limitations is the lack of established baseline on a normal 

population and from each individual to be able to differentiate between. For example the 

hemodynamic response and brain connectivity may simply be different in patients who are 

seeing PCS symptoms rather than a causation of the mTBI. Furthermore, there may be a 

difference between populations, age and gender. Future studies need to combine fNIRS with 

fMRI and or DTI studies in order to explore if there are cross correlations between the results we 

discover.  

 

7.7 Conclusion and Significance 

This is the first fNIRS study of which we are aware to use coherence analysis in an mTBI 

population to explore cortical communication. This study provides evidence of underlying 

disruption in inter-cortical functional connectivity based on a reduction in inter-hemispheric 

coherence in pediatric mTBI PCS patients compared with controls. fNIRS combined with 

coherence analysis provides an objective protocol which may be used to assess mTBI. fNIRS 

may also provide a portable, quantitative tool which one can used to monitor functional 

impairment  following mTBI as well as to monitor treatment response and recovery. 
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7.8 Future Directions and Possibilities 

7.8.1 fNIRS head cap and technology development 

In order to better study the functional changes in mTBI and PCS it would be beneficial to 

investigate other brain regions that have been found in fMRI, DTI or EEG studies to be 

disrupted. There are few studies being conducted on the motor cortices in mTBI, therefore by 

examining similar areas we could cross-validate the results we are seeing with other studies.   

Other considerations need to take place in terms of technology development. First, with 

the increase in data collection and analysis program there is possibility to increase the amount of 

source-detector pairs and expand our headcap. By doing this we could evaluate larger areas of 

the brain, which would allow us to investigate the evidence from fMRI that has shown increases 

in activation outside of normally activated brain regions with tasks. To facilitate for larger data 

sets it would be important to further develop processing of data.  Obtaining concentrations and 

completing coherence analysis is time consuming, by creating a more automated program we 

could analysis a larger amount of the data including different frequency bands and regions of 

interest simultaneously (see Table 7-1). This type of analysis is common in fMRI studies and 

allows for variability among individuals. It could also provide us on more information about 

resting state and task activation coherence.  

It would be interesting to look at frequencies used by EEG including theta (4-8Hz), 

alpha-1 (8-11Hz), and alpha-2 (11-14Hz) 227,252,253.  Figure 7-1 is an example of high frequency 

analysis coherence maps at a variety of bands. We analyzed frequency bands between 0.04-

0.1Hz, 0.1-1Hz, 1-2Hz, 2-3Hz, 3-4Hz, 4-8Hz, 8-10Hz and 10-50Hz. There were higher 

coherence from 0.04-2Hz followed by a drop between 3-8Hz. We found an increase in coherence 
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during task activation above 8 Hz. Further investigations are currently ongoing to understand 

these findings.  

  

7.8.2 fNIRS and Neuropsychological Testing 

There are several ways that fNIRS could be used to evaluate children following mTBI. 

Head cap design should be altered to look at the frontal cortex, as growing evidence shows 

disruption in DLPFC regions. Once head cap can look at DLPFC there is possibility to explore 

cognitive dysfunction. These studies could include monitoring brain oxygenation and coherence 

during neuropsychological testing, tasks involving dual-cost paradigms, and or neurocognitive 

testing.  

 

7.8.3 Multi-modal Protocols 

The recent advances in fNIRS data collection and analysis allows us to gather information 

about oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb microvascular saturation at a high spatial resolution, furthermore 

integration of several technologies could help us answer many questions about the healthy and 

damaged brain. fNIRS could further our knowledge of mTBI in combination with TMS, EEG, or 

MEG. Each technique has particular spatial and temporal resolution and investigates different 

aspects of brain activation 15. EEG, MEG and TMS investigate the electrophysiological 

responses to neuronal activation, whereas fNIRS studies the hemodynamic response. The 

electrophysiological response occurs immediately following neuronal activation and is followed 

by the slower hemodynamic response. The hemodynamic response may be more disperse and 

lasts longer. Multimodal approaches could provide us with more information on the coupling 
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between neuronal activation and the hemodynamic response and increase our knowledge of brain 

disorders that may have alterations in electrophysiology or neurovascular coupling.   
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Figure 7-1. Example of multiple frequency coherence analysis of subject 

Resting state (a) and task activation (b) coherence maps at various frequency bands including 

0.1-1 Hz, 1-2 Hz, 2-3 Hz, 3-4 Hz, 4-8 Hz, 8-10 Hz, and 10-50 Hz. Coherence maps were 

obtained for oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb for healthy subject. Oxy-Hb high frequency analysis shows 

high coherence during lower frequency bands, with a drop between 4-8 Hz and an increase above 

8Hz particularly during task activation. High frequency analysis is usually used in EEG 

functional connectivity studies. Further studies need to be conducted to understand these results.  
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Technology 

Development 

Description 

Eliminate 

User-

Dependent 

File Saving. 

To derive concentration and frequency data, each source-detector pair must 

be saved independently in delta-optical-density and concentration. By 

automating this process it would save between 10-25 minutes. 

Eliminate File 

Conversion 

Time 

File conversion takes majority of the processing time. In order to make this 

automated it would increase time efficiency and eliminate possible human 

errors.  

Develop 

Region 

Specific 

Selection 

Currently in coherence analysis each source-detector pair (region of interest) 

needs to be individually pre-selected and entered through the MATLAB 

program. This program would allow generation of coherence data as 

compared to each region of interest (R.O.I.) selection. Furthermore, it would 

allow for more specific, efficient and provide more R.O.I. analysis.  

 

Table 7-1. Possible technology development opportunities to optimize processing times 

Suggested technology development opportunities to decrease processing time. Another possible 

advantage would be processing of each source detector pair and more frequency bands. This 

would allow us to look at several regions of interest and utilize the high data collection of fNIRS.   
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Appendix 1: Rivermead Post Concussion Questionnaire 
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Appendix 2: Chromophore Selection for Coherence Analysis  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Intra-hemispheric Coherence during Resting State 

 dOD Total-Hb Oxy-Hb Deoxy-Hb 

Control 1 0.726 0.625 0.811 0.675 

Control 2 0.815 0.842 0.558 0.867 

Control 3 0.62 0.416 0.527 0.395 

Control 4 0.58 0.415 0.826 0.737 

Control 5 0.59 0.416 0.527 0.328 

Control 6 0.599 0.599 0.679 0.565 

Mean±S.T.D 0.655±0.09 0.543±0.19 0.65±0.16 0.595±0.21 

Inter-Hemispheric during Resting State 

 dOD Total-Hb Oxy-Hb Deoxy-Hb 

Control 1 0.877 0.294 0.339 0.375 

Control 2 0.445 0.699 0.663 0.654 

Control 3 0.503 0.377 0.169 0.225 

Control 4 0.905 0.485 0.314 0.366 

Control 5 0.594 0.377 0.169 0.059 

Control 6 0.349 0.480 0.510 0.281 

Mean±S.T.D 0.612±0.23 0.446±0.16 0.331±0.2 0.327±0.2 
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Intra-hemispheric during Task Activation 

 dOD Total-Hb Oxy-Hb Deoxy-Hb 

Control 1 0.49 0.869 0.798 0.593 

Control 2 0.796 0.743 0.907 0.945 

Control 3 0.578 0.617 0.522 0.891 

Control 4 0.581 0.895 0.870 0.281 

Control 5 0.617 0.617 0.522 0.303 

Control 6 0.715 0.745 0.664 0.426 

Mean±S.T.D 0.63±0.11 0.748±0.13 0.724±0.19 0.573±0.29 

 

Inter-hemispheric during Task Activation 

 dOD Total-Hb Oxy-Hb Deoxy-Hb 

Control 1 0.883 0.438 0.251 0.007 

Control 2 0.707 0.704 0.529 0.616 

Control 3 0.427 0.649 0.545 0.814 

Control 4 0.848 0.815 0.795 0.533 

Control 5 0.146 0.649 0.545 0.314 

Control 6 0.285 0.157 0.320 0.226 

Mean±S.T.D. 0.549±0.31 0.651±0.14 0.533±0.19 0.418±0.29 
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Intra-hemispheric Coherence during Resting State 

 dOD Total-Hb Oxy-Hb Deoxy-Hb 

mTBI 1 0.63 0.657 0.380 0.591 

mTBI 2 0.522 0.528 0.470 0.219 

mTBI 3 0.5 0.532 0.380 0.544 

mTBI 4 0.783 0.828 0.525 0.577 

mTBI 5 0.508 0.375 0.743 0.48 

Mean±S.T.D. 0.589±0.12 0.584±0.17 0.5±0.15 0.482±0.15 

 

Inter-Hemispheric during Resting State 

 dOD Total-Hb Oxy-Hb Deoxy-Hb 

mTBI 1 0.563 0.321 0.226 0.238 

mTBI 2 0.2 0.175 0.087 0.082 

mTBI 3 0.322 0.388 0.226 0.411 

mTBI 4 0.054 0.054 0.033 0.296 

mTBI 5 0.254 0.278 0.229 0.053 

Mean±S.T.D. 0.279±0.19 0.243±0.13 0.16±0.09 0.216±0.15 
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Intra-hemispheric during Task Activation 

 dOD Total-Hb Oxy-Hb Deoxy-Hb 

mTBI 1 0.42 0.391 0.409 0.097 

mTBI 2 0.518 0.528 0.424 0.594 

mTBI 3 0.387 0.424 0.409 0.577 

mTBI 4 0.622 0.583 0.646 0.436 

mTBI 5 0.555 0.485 0.520 0.273 

Mean±S.T.D. 0.5±0.10 0.482±0.08 0.482±0.1 0.395±0.21 

 

Inter-hemispheric during Task Activation 

 dOD Total-Hb Oxy-Hb Deoxy-Hb 

mTBI 1 0.417 0.429 0.192 0.064 

mTBI 2 0.202 0.175 0.137 0.139 

mTBI 3 0.157 0.159 0.192 0.353 

mTBI 4 0.352 0.356 0.274 0.174 

mTBI 5 0.312 0.321 0.384 0.485 

Mean±S.T.D. 0.288±0.11 0.288±0.12 0.236±0.1 0.243±0.17 
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